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This dissertation presents results of two closely related research topics on developed mis-
cibility by gas injection in petroleum reservoirs. The first topic is a study on miscible gas
injection in undersaturated compositionally grading gas-oil systems. The objective was to
define a minimum miscibility pressure (MMP) for the fluid system as a whole – the sys-
tem MMP. The results of this first topic are presented in Chapter 1. The second topic is a
simulation study on modeling physical dispersion of one-dimensional (1D) multi-contact
miscible processes by gas injection . The objective was to investigate the effect of oil satu-
ration prior to gas injection on the development of miscibility in the presence of dispersion.
Chapter 2 presents the research results of the second topic.
Each topic is summarized below.
Miscible Gas Injection in Undersaturated Gas-Oil Systems
A number of petroleum reservoirs exhibiting a compositional grading feature have been
reported worldwide. The mole fraction of the lighter components decreases with depth,
while the mole fractions of the heavier components increase from the top to the bottom of
the reservoir. Some of these are saturated reservoirs with a distinct gas-oil contact (GOC)
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separating the gas zone from the oil zone. Others are undersaturated reservoirs, of which
the reservoir pressure is always higher than the saturation pressure of the fluid system at
any depth. There exists no clearly-defined GOC in a normal sense in this type of reservoir.
In this study, we decided to focus on miscible gas injection in undersaturated gas-oil reser-
voirs. Some of the results for conditions of reservoir pressure lower than fluid saturation
pressure seem to have a general nature and are applicable to saturated fluid systems as well.
For an undersaturated compositional grading gas-oil reservoir, the fluid system ex-
hibits a smooth and monotonic compositional variation with depth. From top to bottom,
the reservoir fluids can vary from lean gases, rich gases, critical mixture, volatile oils, and
black oils. The critical mixture marks the transition from reservoir gas to reservoir oil, thus
defining the undersaturated “GOC”. The saturation pressure of this mixture is a critical
pressure at the reservoir temperature, which also is the maximum saturation pressure of the
entire fluid system. A special feature of this type of reservoir is that the reservoir fluid is
inherently first-contact miscible (FCM) with its neighboring fluids. For a one-dimensional
flow, this implies that full pressure maintenance by up-structure gas injection should lead
to miscibility throughout the system.
As is the case for miscible gas injection in constant composition petroleum reser-
voirs, MMP is one of the key operating parameters needed to be evaluated properly for
miscible gas injection in undersaturated gas-oil reservoirs. Failure in predicting the sys-
tem MMP for such a fluid system might lead to incorrect conclusions or incur unnecessary
costs. Unlike the case for a constant composition system for which the MMP is constant
for a specified injection gas at the reservoir temperature, the MMP varies with depth for
an undersaturated reservoir and the MMP for the system as a whole is not obvious. An-
other complication occurs when the reservoir pressure has locally or entirely fallen below
the saturation pressure. The MMP-depth relationship also will change as a function of the
prevailing reservoir pressure. Though some reservoirs of this type have been produced by
miscible or immiscible gas injection, no study exists addressing miscibility conditions for
this type of reservoir on a generic scope. Therefore, a systematic study to define the system
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MMP would be valuable.
Compositional reservoir simulation was used as the main tool in this study, assisted
by a pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) program for the calculation of variations of fluid
composition and MMP with depth. The data used in this study was based on the Smorbukk
South field in the Norwegian Sea.
A step-by-step problem-solving approach was adopted in this research. We first
studied the system MMP for full pressure maintenance. For partial pressure maintenance,
we began with studying only part of the fluid system for MMP for simplicity and then
extended for more complicated the entire fluid system.
In this study, we focused on defining the minimum miscibility pressure for the fluid
system as a whole and the developed miscibility mechanisms. Extensive one-dimensional
compositional simulations were performed to achieve the goal. Two-dimensional cross-
sectional models also were simulated and analyzed to study the effects of layering and
gravity segregation.
Results show that the system MMP for such a fluid system is limited between
the shallowest condensing/vaporizing (C/V) MMP on the MMP-depth relationship and
the maximum saturation pressure of the system when a condensing/vaporizing miscibil-
ity mechanism exists. This applies to injection gases somewhat enriched in intermediate
components C2 - C5 or CO2 so that the C/V mechanism can develop at some depth in the
reservoir. When lean gas is injected and only a vaporizing gas drive (VGD) mechanism
develops, the system MMP equals the maximum saturation pressure, the upper bound pres-
sure for the system MMP.
For a 1D fluid system of this type, we also demonstrate that any injection gas can
be used to achieve miscibility provided that the displacement pressure is maintained at or
above the maximum saturation pressure of the fluid system (full pressure maintenance).
It follows that the cheapest available injection gas is the optimum injection gas for full
pressure maintenance. This might be rather different from what one usually expects for
miscible gas injection in such an undersaturated gas-oil system.
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Another key contribution has been the finding that once an injection gas develops a
C/V mechanism and a miscible leading-edge oil bank, the oil bank will miscibly displace
any downstream oil. We also found that the C/V oil bank can develop at low pressures but
at a reduced scale at immiscible conditions, when the C/V mechanism exists. It is believed
that these conclusions are general, not restricted to undersaturated gas-oil systems.
The combination of these two findings might represent a great potential for improv-
ing oil recovery by enriched gas injection for two-phase hydrocarbon reservoirs in general.
With the help of gravity, the oil saturation, which is below the critical oil saturation prior to
gas injection, will build up and the oil might gain mobility. Thus, the oil can be mobilized
and recovered. In this process, the developed oil bank functions as an injected liquefied
natural gas (LNG) slug, but developed at lower costs. This might particularly be favorable
for high vertical permeability and high structural relief reservoirs.
Most of the results for the first topic have been presented in the following paper,
included as Appendix A:
Hoier, L., Cheng, N. and Whitson, C.H.: “Miscible Gas Injection in Undersaturated
Gas-oil Systems,” paper SPE 90379 presented at the 2004 Annual Technical Conference
and Exhibition, Houston, Texas, 26 – 29, September 2004.
Modeling Physical Dispersion of 1D Multi-Contact Miscible Processes
Physical dispersion represents one of the major concerns in miscible gas injection, chem-
ical flooding, and tracer tests in petroleum reservoirs. It results in dilution of injectant
concentrations and even the loss of the designed miscibility, thus potentially leading to the
failure of the miscible gas injection project. For field-scale applications, the effect of phys-
ical dispersion might not be important because the dispersive front usually is small relative
to the distance between the injector and the producer. For lab-scale gas floods, however, it
can be crucial.
Under the influence of physical dispersion, the minimum miscibility pressure is no
longer a pure thermodynamic property of the reservoir oil for the injection gas at the reser-
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voir temperature. In addition, it will be affected by flow parameters such as fluid mobility
or relative permeability. To what extent the minimum miscibility conditions are affected by
the level of oil saturation which affects fluid mobility in the presence of dispersion is still an
open question and has yet to be addressed in the literature. The effect might be important
for designing miscible gas floods for gas condensate reservoirs and for oil reservoirs at the
tertiary development phase, where the oil saturations usually are low prior to gas injection.
Based on analysis of Lantz’s equation for quantifying numerical dispersion, we have
proposed an equation for determining number of grid cells and time-step size to emulate
physical dispersion by numerical dispersion for simulating first-contact miscible processes.
The proposed method was verified by fine grid simulations and analytical calculations for
1D single phase flow. Simulation using the proposed method of selecting the grid cell and
time-step sizes reproduces the results of fine grid simulations and analytical calculations
and requires only one-tenth of the computing time of the fine grid simulation runs.
1D compositional simulations were conducted to study the effect of oil saturations
prior to gas injection on the development of multi-contact miscibility with the presence of
dispersion. Models were initialized with different levels of oil saturation with the presence
of different degrees of emulated dispersion.
Through simulation, we have demonstrated that when dispersion is included, the
miscibility conditions are affected by oil mobilities, besides the compositions of the oil and
the injection gas and the reservoir temperature. Results show that, at a realistic dispersivity
level, miscibility can be achieved when the oil saturation prior to gas injection is high but
it might never develop at all if the oil saturation is too low.
xiii
Chapter 1
Miscible Gas Injection in
Undersaturated Gas-Oil Systems
1.1 Introduction
A number of petroleum reservoirs have been reported [1–9] worldwide exhibiting contin-
uous compositional variations with depth. The mole fraction of the lighter components
decreases with depth, while the mole fractions of the heavier components increase from
the top to the bottom of the reservoir. These reservoirs usually are called compositionally
grading petroleum reservoirs. Compositionally grading gas-oil reservoirs can be either un-
dersaturated or saturated, depending on the relationship between the reservoir pressure and
the maximum saturation pressure of the reservoir fluids.
For a saturated compositionally grading gas-oil system, the reservoir pressure is
equal to the saturation pressure of the fluid at the gas-oil contact.
For an undersaturated compositionally grading gas-oil reservoir, the reservoir pres-
sure is greater than the saturation pressure of the fluid at any depth. The fluid at the GOC
is neither an oil nor a gas, but a critical mixture. The saturation pressure of this mixture is
the critical pressure at the reservoir temperature and also is the maximum saturation pres-
sure of the entire fluid system. A special feature of this type of reservoir, first pointed out
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by Schulte [1] in 1980, is that the reservoir fluids are initially first-contact miscible with
their neighboring fluids for 1D flow. Therefore, up-structure gas injection in such a 1D
system should lead to 100% oil recovery if the reservoir pressure is maintained above the
maximum saturation pressure of the system.
Miscible gas flooding projects normally require extra investments if the reservoir
pressure needs to be maintained or the injection gas needs to be enriched. Consequently,
to optimize the economy of the project, miscible gas injection strategy will always be com-
pared with less costly immiscible gas injection. It is therefore crucial to be able to quantify
accurately the improved oil recovery potential by miscible gas flooding.
This chapter presents a study on miscible gas injection in an undersaturated compo-
sitionally grading gas-oil reservoir. The objective of this study was to define the miscibility
conditions for the fluid system as a whole and to investigate the possibility of developing
miscibility at pressures lower than the maximum saturation pressure by enriched gas in-
jection. The fluid data used in this study was based on the Smorbukk South field in the
Norwegian Sea.
Compositional reservoir simulation was the main tool used in this study. In addi-
tion, a PVT simulator was used to calculate fluid compositions and minimum miscibility
pressure (MMP) values for a specified injection gas.
One-dimensional numerical models were built to simulate the miscibility conditions
and the developed miscibility mechanisms. Numerical dispersion involved in the numerical
simulations was eliminated following a conventional procedure [10] – linear extrapolation
of recoveries at 1.2 hydrocarbon pore volumes (HCPV) injected for dispersion-free recov-
ery estimates. The number of grid cells used in these simulations generally ranged from
500 to 5000. In some cases, 50000 grid cells were used.
Different injection gases were injected at different pressures. Particular effort was
made to define system MMP for enriched gas (e.g. separator gas) injection, when the
reservoir pressure has locally fallen below the maximum saturation pressure and a two-
phase region has formed in the reservoir. For enriched gas injection, the predominant
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miscibility mechanism is multi-contact condensing/vaporizing miscibility. It requires a
very fine grid to model it properly.
Two-dimensional (2D) x-z cross-sectional models were used to investigate the ef-
fects of layering and gravity segregation on oil recoveries. Two- and eight-layer numerical
models were created and used to simulate gas injection at pressures above the maximum
saturation pressure of the fluid system. Production performance was analyzed.
Section 1.2 reviews important concepts such as miscibility and condensing/vaporizing
mechanism relevant to this research. It also describes the variations of fluid composition
and MMP with depth for the undersaturated gas-oil fluid system used in this study, which
are typical variations for any undersaturated gas-oil reservoir.
Section 1.3 outlines the key problem investigated in this research: the determina-
tion of the system MMP and the possibility of achieving miscibility at pressures lower
than the maximum saturation pressure by enriched gas injection. This problem needs to be
addressed for gas injection in any undersaturated gas-oil system. Literature review indi-
cated that this problem has not been addressed and studied systematically for this type of
reservoir.
Section 1.4 describes the reservoir fluid model and presents the compositions of
injection gases, separator conditions, a relative permeability model, and well constraints
applied in the simulations.
Full pressure maintenance simulation results are presented in Section 1.5. Different
injection gases were used in these simulations. We also studied the effect of formation dip
angle on oil recovery for full pressure maintenance.
Section 1.6 presents simulation results for partial pressure maintenance by enriched
gas injection, which represents another development scenario for miscible gas injection.
This is the most important section addressing the problem outlined in Section 1.3. Different
injection gases and different injection depths were simulated and analyzed in this section.
The dynamic nature of the system MMP is discussed in Section 1.7. MMP calcu-
lated by a PVT program offers a fast first-order approximation; the lower and the upper
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limits of system MMP can be defined based on these calculations. To determine the sys-
tem MMP, numerical simulation must be used to capture the dynamic change in miscibility
pressures. Potential risk also is discussed particularly for reservoirs with a big gas cap and
a small oil rim.
Section 1.8 presents simulation results for 2D x-z two- and eight-layer models. The
effect of strong layer permeability contrast and the importance of gravity segregation is
discussed in this section.
1.2 Background
This section presents necessary background knowledge for understanding miscible gas in-
jection recovery processes and describes typical features of undersaturated gas-oil systems.
The concept of minimum miscibility conditions is reviewed and the most common mis-
cibility mechanism encountered in field operations is described. A brief review on the
determination of MMP is also included.
As this study was conducted for an undersaturated gas-oil system, we felt it was
necessary to present fluid characteristics of a typical undersaturated compositionally grad-
ing fluid system. Fluid composition variations with depth and the condition of reservoir
pressure exceeding saturation pressures define an undersaturated gas-oil reservoir. MMP
variations with depth are the direct consequences of composition variations with depth. For
different injection gases, the variations of initial MMP with depth and miscibility mecha-
nisms can be different.
1.2.1 Minimum Miscibility Conditions
The definition of minimum miscibility conditions can be defined as follows:
The minimum conditions at which the resulting mixture of two fluids mixed together
at any proportion is homogeneous in compositions and identical in intensive properties
(e.g. density and viscosity).
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For reservoir engineering, as the reservoir temperature usually is assumed to be
constant, the minimum miscibility conditions refer to either the minimum miscibility pres-
sure (MMP) when compositions of the two fluids are fixed, or the minimum miscibility
enrichment (MME) when the oil composition and the reservoir pressure are specified. In
this thesis, the minimum miscibility conditions always refer to the minimum miscibility
pressure as we have specified the compositions of reservoir fluids and injection gases at a
constant reservoir temperature.
When two fluids are fully miscible, there exists no fluid interface between these two
fluids and their interfacial tension (IFT) is zero. Consequently, capillary forces between
them vanish. If a reservoir oil is fully miscible with an injection gas at the minimum
miscibility conditions, in the absence of any dispersion, the residual oil saturation behind
the injection gas front is expected to be zero and the microscopic oil recovery is expected
to be 100%.
A number of parameters affect the minimum miscibility conditions: including chem-
ical compositions of the oil and the injection gas, and the reservoir temperature. It is also
believed that physical dispersion can locally have some impact on the minimum miscibility
conditions. This might particularly be of concern for lab-scale studies.
The process of achieving miscibility at the minimum miscibility conditions can be
different, depending on the compositions of the displacing and displaced fluids and the
reservoir temperature. Some fluids may become miscible upon the first contact; the process
is called first-contact miscible. Some fluids are not first-contact miscible, but can achieve
miscibility through continuous contact by interphase mass transfer. These fluids are multi-
contact miscible. For hydrocarbon reservoirs, the multi-contact miscible process usually is
the common one occurring in actual field operations.
Different multi-contact miscible mechanisms have been proposed and studied in
the literature [11, 12] based on the nature of compositions of the two fluids and pressure
and temperature: vaporizing gas drive (VGD), condensing gas drive (CGD) and condens-
ing/vaporizing gas drive (C/V). We decided not to discuss the VGD and CGD mechanisms
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as those have been extensively discussed in the literature and the CGD mechanism might
seldom happen [13] in actual petroleum reservoirs. Only the condensing/vaporizing mech-
anism is briefly reviewed as it is directly relevant to this research.
1.2.2 Condensing/Vaporizing Miscibility Mechanism
The condensing/vaporizing gas drive for enriched gas injection was first proposed and ver-
ified by experiments and numerical simulations by Zick [13] in 1986. Interphase mass
transfer of the intermediate components is the key process of the mechanism. Later, ana-
lytical theory [14] for the combined condensing/vaporizing mechanism was developed. It
can be argued that condensing/vaporizing gas drive is the most common mechanism devel-
oped in miscible gas injection field projects as injection gases usually contain somewhat
light- and heavier-intermediate components.
A typical condensing/vaporizing gas drive shows the following characteristics:
1. Development of a miscible front characterized by converged phase densities and
other intensive fluid properties. Interfacial tension at the front is extremely low and
this is the direct indication of achieved miscibility.
2. Two regions identified on each side of the miscible front. The region upstream of
the miscible front is dominated by strong vaporization of heavy components of the
reservoir oil. The region downstream of the miscible front is strongly dominated by
condensation of intermediate components of the injection gas.
3. Component K-values (ratio of composition of the component in vapor phase to the
composition of the component in the liquid phase) tend to converge at the near mis-
cible front and then diverge downstream.
It has been reported that miscible displacement of oils and/or gas condensates can
develop through a condensing/vaporizing mechanism at a pressure far below saturation
pressure if the injection gases are sufficiently rich in intermediate components [15] or
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CO2 [16]. For saturated oil reservoirs or depleted gas condensate reservoirs, if the C/V
mechanism exists and an oil bank develops at and above the C/V minimum miscibility
conditions, the oil saturation behind this front approaches zero. The formation and devel-
opment of the oil bank was first demonstrated by Hoier and Whitson [17] through numeri-
cal simulations, and later proved by Jessen and Orr [18] based on method of characteristics
(MOC). It also was found that the C/V MMP is dictated by the composition of the retro-
grade condensate [15] or the reservoir oil for a specified injection gas.
It is worth pointing out that the condensing/vaporizing mechanism can exist for
enriched gas injection at pressures lower than the C/V MMP, though the fluids are not near-
miscible. The oil bank will still develop but at a reduced scale. For a depleted gas conden-
sate reservoir, this implies the retrograde condensate might gain enough mobility to flow to
the producer due to the developed oil bank by enriched gas injection at low pressures. For a
water-flooded oil reservoir, the residual oil might still be recoverable if a C/V oil bank can
be developed by enriched gas injection. In this sense, the developed oil bank can function
as a miscible (miscible with the downstream immobile oils) slug, which usually is required
for miscible displacement by a liquefied natural gas (LNG) slug. Candidates for enriched
gas injection at low pressures might be reservoirs (depleted gas condensate and oil reser-
voir) with high structure relief and high vertical permeability, making use of gravity and
the developed oil bank.
1.2.3 Determination of MMP
A number of methods for determining MMP are available in the literature, such as slim-
tube experiment [19], multi-cell algorithm [20–22], single cell forward- and backward-
contact algorithms [23], slimtube-type compositional numerical simulation, and analytical
method based on method of characteristics [24, 25]. Rising bubble apparatus [26] has also
been suggested as an alternative to slimtube experiment. Several investigators [12, 27]
have expressed their skepticism about the capability of determining MMP of a condens-
ing/vaporizing mechanism.
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The slimtube experiment is considered to define an unbiased MMP if designed, con-
ducted, and interpreted properly. This method usually is expensive and time-consuming.
Alternatively, 1D slimtube-type numerical simulations can be used to evaluate MMP or
MME. This method usually is faster but requires a properly tuned equation of state (EOS)
model capable of modeling the important phase behavior, such as swelling test, forward-
and/or backward-contact experiments and MMP experiment. In this study, MMP values
were calculated either by a PVT program or by 1D numerical simulations using a fine-
tuned EOS model.
An inherent problem with 1D numerical simulations for defining a MMP is numer-
ical dispersion, which can have a strong influence on the development of miscibility, oil
recovery, and thus on the MMP estimate. For gas condensate systems in particular, a large
number of grid cells usually are required to provide recoveries that can be reliably extrapo-
lated for a dispersion-free result [15]. The C/V mechanism might not be properly captured
if too few grid cells are used in the simulations and the MMP might be erroneously overes-
timated.
Dispersion-free MMP is a thermodynamic property of the reservoir oil for a speci-
fied injection gas at a reservoir temperature and is independent of flow parameters such as
fluid mobilities. In this chapter, MMP refers to dispersion-free MMP. When dispersion is
included, we found that MMP also is affected by oil saturations prior to gas injection. Sim-
ulations, performed at the displacement pressure equal to the dispersion-free MMP, show
that when the oil saturation prior to gas injection was too low and physical dispersion was
included, the C/V mechanism might never develop during the displacement. This issue is
addressed in Chapter 2.
1.2.4 Compositionally Grading Gas-Oil System
Due to various reasons, e.g. gravitational and thermal effects, some petroleum reservoirs,
particularly those with thick pay zones, exhibit fluid compositional variations with depth
[4, 28]. From the reservoir top to bottom, the molecular weight of the hydrocarbon fluids
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increase with depth; the fluids are progressively heavier in density and lower in GOR. The
top structure fluids may be reservoir gases and at some depth downward the reservoir fluids
may exist as liquids. The reservoir can be either saturated with a clearly defined GOC or
undersaturated transforming from reservoir gases, critical fluid, to reservoir oils without
discontinuity in compositional grading.
For an undersaturated compositionally grading gas-oil reservoir, the “undersaturated
GOC” describes the phase transition from dewpoint gases to bubblepoint oils at a depth
where a “critical” mixture is located. The “critical” GOC mixture has a saturation pressure
equal to its critical pressure at the reservoir temperature. The critical pressure also marks
the maximum saturation pressure of the entire fluid system, but it is still lower than the
reservoir pressure at the GOC depth for an undersaturated gas-oil system.
Fluids of this type of reservoir can often be modeled relatively accurately using
an isothermal gravity/chemical equilibrium (GCE) model [4]; other potentially important
effects such as thermal diffusion or thermal convection1 might often be neglected. Chaback
[29] argues that thermal effects are small relative to gravity/chemical effects in the vicinity
of the critical point.
An undersaturated gas-oil system modeled by the isothermal GCE exhibits the fol-
lowing typical characteristics.
1. Monotonic and continuous changes in fluid compositions (e.g. C7+ content) and
intrinsic properties such as density and viscosity, as shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
2. Largest changes in fluid properties occur at the depth of the undersaturated GOC.
3. Dewpoint pressures of gases in the gas zone increase with deepening depth; bubble-
point pressures of oils in the oil zone decrease with deepening depth. The maximum
saturation pressure is the critical pressure of the GOC mixture, shown in Figure 1.3.
4. Reservoir pressure at any depth is always higher than the saturation pressure of the
1Our experience has been that naturally fractured petroleum reservoirs have a much greater tendency to
experience thermally-induced convection than conventional reservoirs.
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Figure 1.1: EOS calculated composition variations with depth for Smorbukk South field us-
ing isothermal gravity/chemical equilibrium (GCE) model. Greatest composition changes
are in C7+ and C1N2 contents.
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Figure 1.2: EOS calculated phase density and viscosity variations with depth at reservoir
conditions using isothermal gravity/chemical equilibrium (GCE) model. Great changes in
these properties occur in the vicinity of the undersaturated GOC depth.
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Figure 1.3: EOS calculated pressure and saturation pressure variations with depth using
isothermal gravity/chemical equilibrium (GCE) model. Dewpoint pressures increase with
depth in the gas zone; bubblepoint pressures decrease with depth. The maximum saturation
pressure is the critical pressure of the GOC mixture. Reservoir pressure is greater than
saturation pressure at any depth.
fluid at the same depth, as shown in Figure 1.3.
1.2.5 MMP Variations with Depth
MMP variations with depth2 are the direct consequences of composition variations with
depth. The MMP variations with depth can be calculated by combining the isothermal
gravity/chemical equilibrium (GCE) gradient calculations and a robust MMP algorithm,
e.g. Zick multicell algorithm [30]. For a fluid at a given depth, the isothermal gradient
calculations provide the composition, reservoir pressure, and saturation pressure of the
fluid. The MMP algorithm then makes use of the calculated composition and determines
the MMP for a given injection gas at the reservoir temperature. These calculations are
repeated for a series of fluids at different depths and injection gases, generating a static3
2Depth in this thesis always refers to true vertical depth (TVD) measured from the mean sea level (MSL).
3static means that the MMP is calculated assuming that the injection gas is directly in contact with the
initial reservoir fluid at the local depth, neglecting any interference in composition from above/below fluids
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map of MMP with depth [17].
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Figure 1.4: VGD MMP versus depth for C1N2 injection gas. MMP equals dewpoint pres-
sure in the gas zone, and greater than bubblepoint pressure in the oil zone.
This methodology was applied to calculate MMP variations with depth for the un-
dersaturated gas-oil system shown in Figure 1.3 and used in this study. Gravity and capil-
lary forces were neglected for the MMP calculations.
Figure 1.4 shows MMP calculation results for a dry injection gas C1N2. For this
injection gas, the miscibility was developed by a pure vaporizing gas drive (VGD) mecha-
nism at all depths. The VGD MMP equals the dewpoint pressure of the gas in the gas cap,
and exceeds the bubblepoint pressure of the oil in the oil zone.
For an enriched injection gas, the VGD miscibility mechanism might exist only in
the upper part of the gas zone. Approaching the undersaturated GOC, as the reservoir
gases become richer in intermediate and heavier components, the C/V mechanism might
develop. Figure 1.5 shows the calculated MMP values for the fluid system used in this
study for a separator gas (denoted by SepGas, with composition shown in Table 1.6). A
condensing/Vaporizing mechanism started to develop for a reservoir gas at the depth of
during flow.
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Figure 1.5: MMP versus depth for the separator gas (SepGas) calculated using an EOS-
based PVT simulator. In the upper part of the gas zone, VGD MMP exists. In the lower
part of the gas zone and in the oil zone, C/V MMP presents. Lowest C/V MMP is found
close to the undersaturated GOC.
-3810 m. C/V MMP for the separator gas increases gradually with depth in the oil zone.
If the injection gas is further enriched, VGD mechanism might disappear and only C/V
mechanism exists for all the fluids. For an undersaturated gas-oil system predicted with
the isothermal GCE model, it is found that this is characteristic for MMP variations with
depth [17]. If the C/V MMP exists in part of the gas cap, the minimum C/V MMP usually
is found close to (at or slightly above) the undersaturated GOC. Note that C/V MMP of
fluids in the vicinity of the undersaturated GOC can be lower than the saturation pressure.
1.3 Problem Statement
For a given injection gas, the minimum miscibility pressure needed for a miscible displace-
ment is one of the key parameters in designing a miscible flood. MMP is directly related to
the added costs and the profits of the project. Failure in predicting the minimum reservoir
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pressure required for miscible displacement might lead to the failure of the project or incur
unnecessary costs.
MMP for an oil reservoir of constant composition can be determined by different
methods as mentioned in Subsection 1.2.3. A PVT simulator using a well-tuned EOS model
can usually define a fairly accurate MMP for an injection gas. For miscible gas injection in
an undersaturated compositionally grading fluid system, however, the MMP for the system
as a whole is not obvious. Neither the maximum MMP nor the minimum MMP of the fluid
column is necessarily the system MMP.
For designing a miscible gas flood for a reservoir showing a significant composi-
tional gradient, one of the most important questions is:
What should be the minimum miscibility pressure for the success of a miscible
flood for a given injection gas?
As mentioned in Subsection 1.2.5, static MMP values of the reservoir fluids can be
readily determined by combining GCE gradient calculations and an MMP algorithm. The
calculated MMP values are based on the assumption that the injection gas is directly in
contact with the initial reservoir fluid at a specified depth, neglecting any possible interfer-
ence in composition from up- and/or down-structure fluids. In fact, this assumption might
not hold as all the fluids are firstly in contact with their neighboring fluids and the fluid at a
depth might potentially be altered in composition by its upstream neighboring fluid due to
pressure change and flow. Consequently, this will result in change in MMP. Therefore, the
system MMP cannot be defined solely based on the calculated initial MMP versus depth.
Numerous reservoirs exhibiting compositional gradient at undersaturated conditions
have been reported in the literature. To our knowledge, no systematic study on determining
the system MMP for this type of reservoir exists. The difficulty of defining the system
MMP lies in the fact that the MMP of reservoir fluids change with both depth and pressure.
In this research work, we focused on the system MMP conditions and in particular on the
possibility of developing a fully miscible displacement at pressures lower than the GOC
saturation pressure by enriched gas injection.
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The approach to this problem has been numerical compositional simulation assisted
by a PVT program for calculating static MMP values for a specific injection gas. Sen-
sor [31] , a generalized three-dimensional (3D) numerical reservoir simulator was used in
this study. PhazeComp [30], an EOS-based PVT simulator, was used to calculate vari-
ations of fluid composition and MMP with depth. Extensive compositional simulations
were conducted for 1D slimtube type models and the key focus was on system MMP and
the developed miscibility mechanisms. We believe that the results from 1D simulations are
general and applicable to any reservoir of this fluid type for 1D flow, as the 1D slimtube
type models did not bear any case-dependent features.
1.4 Description of Simulation Models
This section describes the reservoir simulation models used in this study. The reservoir
fluid model, the composition of injection gases, the relative permeability model, and the
well constraints are presented in each subsection.
Table 1.1: PARAMETERS OF THE NINE-COMPONENT SRK EOS MODEL.
Nc Pc Tc MW Zc AF V-SHIFT PCHOR Ωa Ωb
bara ◦K
CO2 73.74 304.12 44.01 0.27433 0.2250 0.2175 70.00 0.427480 0.08664
C1N2 45.80 189.54 16.15 0.28615 0.0114 -0.0929 76.67 0.430146 0.08649
C2 48.72 305.32 30.07 0.27924 0.0990 -0.0473 108.00 0.427480 0.08664
C3C4 40.38 390.88 49.08 0.27847 0.1704 0.0989 163.46 0.416082 0.08579
C5C6 33.76 488.34 76.69 0.27011 0.2403 0.1221 247.40 0.425933 0.08568
C7C9 32.99 553.69 105.88 0.26700 0.2589 0.0116 328.73 0.427480 0.08664
C10C13 25.92 636.75 151.74 0.2600 0.3782 0.0517 450.87 0.427480 0.08664
C14C29 19.55 739.70 247.89 0.28594 0.5734 0.0095 672.77 0.422410 0.08607
C30+ 10.16 918.17 483.14 0.35542 1.1570 0.2299 1058.41 0.427480 0.08664
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Table 1.2: BINARY INTERACTION PARAMETERS OF THE SRK EOS MODEL.
CO2 C1N2 C2 C3C4 C5C6 C7C9 C10C13 C14C29 C30+
CO2 0.00000 0.18110 0.15000 0.15000 0.15000 0.15000 0.15000 0.15000 0.15000
C1N2 0.18110 0.00000 -0.00152 -0.00947 -0.02057 0.00150 0.00160 0.00173 0.03510
C2 0.15000 -0.00152 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.12766
C3C4 0.15000 -0.00947 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.09202
C5C6 0.15000 -0.02057 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.06236
C7C9 0.15000 0.00150 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.05223
C10C13 0.15000 0.00160 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.04350
C14C29 0.15000 0.00173 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.03296
C30+ 0.15000 0.03551 0.12766 0.09202 0.06236 0.05223 0.04350 -0.03296 0.00000
Table 1.3: COEFFICIENTS OF THE LBC VISCOSITY MODEL.
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
0.1 0.023364 0.0250939 -0.0081516 0.00186648
1.4.1 Reservoir Fluid Model
The reservoir fluid model4 used in this study was a nine-component Soave-Redlich-Kwong
(SRK) [32] equation of state fluid characterization and a Lohrenz-Bray-Clark (LBC) [33]
viscosity model. C7+ heavy components were split into four pseudo-components. Tables
1.1 and 1.2 give the nine-component EOS fluid characterization and Table 1.3 shows the
coefficients of the LBC viscosity model used in study.
First, a detailed 15-component EOS model was developed for characterizing the
reservoir fluids of the Garn formation of Smorbukk South field. It was tuned to match key
PVT data from more than 30 PVT reports from the field, ranging from measurements on
lean gas condensates, near-critical fluids, to volatile oils sampled at different depths. The
PVT data was mainly from conventional depletion type PVT experiments, such as con-
stant composition expansion (CCE), differential liberation expansion (DLE), and constant
volume depletion (CVD) tests. It also included viscosity measurements, four multi-stage
separator experiments, one MMP experiment, and one revaporization experiment.
The 15-component EOS model was pseudoized to nine components following the
4This fluid model was the result of an independent study for Smorbukk South field performed by Pera in
2003.
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techniques given by Hearn and Whitson [34]. The resulting nine-component EOS model
provided a satisfactory description of all the important PVT data, including saturation type
and volumetric behavior in the near-critical region.
Table 1.4: REFERENCE OIL SAMPLE CONDITIONS.
Nc Composition
mole-fraction
CO2 0.033518
C1N2 0.624082
C2 0.088604
C3C4 0.082830
C5C6 0.026788
C7C9 0.050294
C10C13 0.032021
C14C29 0.050599
C30+ 0.011263
Depth, TVD, m -3864
Pressure, bara 402.1
Saturation pressure, bara 389.2
Temperature,◦C 141.0
Table 1.5: FOUR-STAGE SEPARATOR CONDITIONS.
Stage Pressure Temperature
# bara ◦C
1 86.2 90.6
2 24.1 98.9
3 2.3 71.1
4 1.0 15.6
The initial fluid compositions and saturation pressures, shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.3,
were calculated by PhazeComp, using the nine-component EOS model and the isothermal
gravity/chemical equilibrium (GCE) model. A reference oil sample in the critical region
was chosen for the calculations. The sample conditions are given in Table 1.4. The initial
reservoir pressure at the reference sample depth -3864 m was 402 bara. The reservoir
temperature was 141 ◦C. The four-stage separator conditions are given in Table 1.5.
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Table 1.6: CHEMICAL MOLE COMPOSITION OF INJECTION GASES, FRACTION.
Nc SepGas SMS Gas CO2-enriched SMS Gas
CO2 0.03956 0.04599 0.19599
C1N2 0.73799 0.75696 0.60696
C2 0.10375 0.10041 0.10041
C3C4 0.08911 0.08484 0.08484
C5C6 0.01509 0.01095 0.01095
C7C9 0.01294 0.00085 0.00085
C10C13 0.00147 0.00000 0.00000
C14C29 0.00009 0.00000 0.00000
C30+ 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Sum 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.4.2 Injection Gases
Injection gases with different compositions may result in different system MMP values and
different miscibility mechanisms for the fluid system. Four injection gases5 were consid-
ered in this study. The compositions of three of these gases are give in Table 1.6. The forth
injection gas was dry gas, made up of C1N2 only.
1.4.3 Relative Permeability Model
Figure 1.6 shows a set of immiscible relative permeability curves (rock curves) used in the
simulations. The initial water saturation was 0.26; the residual oil saturation to gas was
0.227, and the critical gas saturation was 0.02. At near-miscible conditions, the gas-oil
interfacial tensions were expected to be low in the two-phase region. For evaluating the
effect of interfacial tensions on oil recoveries, a set of straight line curves were also ap-
plied. Sensor can internally scale relative permeabilities based on the calculated interfacial
tensions and the input threshold value of IFT.
5Separator gas and SepGas are used interchangeably; dry gas and C1N2 are used interchangeably in this
thesis.
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Figure 1.6: Gas-oil relative permeability curves (rock curves) used in simulations.
1.4.4 Well Constraints
All the simulation models consisted of two wells: one gas injector and one oil producer.
The gas injection well was located in the first grid cell in x-direction, up-dip if a dip angle
exists. This well was always on injection rate control – injecting at a constant volumetric
rate. The producer was completed in the last grid cell in x-direction, down-dip if a dip
angle exists. This well was controlled by the bottomhole flowing pressure (BHFP). The
BHFP of the producer was used to control the reservoir pressure during the displacement.
The pressure drop across the 1D model was kept negligible.
1.5 Full Pressure Maintenance
This section presents 1D simulation results for full pressure maintenance by gas injection.
We investigated the system MMP for different injection gases and the effect of dip angles on
oil recoveries and on MMP. A separate subsection summarizes the results for full pressure
maintenance.
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Full pressure maintenance represents one of the injection strategies for miscible
gas flooding of this type of reservoir. The advantage of full pressure maintenance is that
the reservoir fluids will not be altered in composition when dispersion effect is negligible.
Consequently, the first-contact miscible nature of the fluids will be preserved and this will
lead to miscible (near-100%) recovery efficiency for a 1D the displacement. MMP of the
reservoir fluid changes only with depth, independent of reservoir pressure.
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Figure 1.7: Oil recovery performance for 1D horizontal model initialized with compo-
sitional variations with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations. Displacement
pressure p = 393 bara, 4 bar higher than the maximum saturation pressure of the fluid
system; number of grid cells N = 1000, ∆x = 0.61 m.
1.5.1 Recovery Independence of Injection Gases
This subsection presents simulation results for full pressure maintenance by dry gas and
separator gas injection.
Figure 1.7 shows the simulated oil recoveries at different hydrocarbon pore volumes
(HCPV) of separator gas and dry gas injected. The model was initialized with the undersat-
urated grading fluid system and 1000 grid cells were used. The reservoir pressure was 393
20
bara, 4 bar higher than the maximum saturation pressure of the fluid system. Performance
of oil recovery and producing gas-oil ratio (GOR) by dry (C1N2) gas injection was prac-
tically identical to those by separator gas (SepGas) injection when reservoir pressure was
above the saturation pressure of the GOC mixture. Oil recovery curves flattened at about
1.0 HCPV injected, indicating first-contact miscible displacements were achieved in both
cases.
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Figure 1.8: GOR performance for 1D horizontal model initialized with compositional vari-
ations with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations. Displacement pressure p =
393 bara, 4 bar higher than the maximum saturation pressure of the fluid system; number
of grid cells N = 1000, ∆x = 0.61 m.
Figure 1.8 compares GOR performance of the two cases, showing no difference in
GOR development. Gradual increase in GOR was due to the fact that the produced fluids
were progressively leaner. Smooth and monotonic change in GOR also indicates that no
two-phase region existed in the model and first-contact miscibility was obtained.
It is clear, from the above figures, that oil recoveries and GOR development are
independent of composition of injection gases, when the reservoir pressure is kept above
the saturation pressure of the undersaturated GOC fluid.
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Figure 1.9: Snapshots of phase densities at different simulation times during the 1D hor-
izontal displacement for the separator gas injection case. Displacement pressure p = 393
bara, 4 bar higher than the maximum saturation pressure of the fluid system; number of
grid cells N = 1000, ∆x = 0.61 m.
Fluid movements in the 1D model can be further visualized in Figure 1.9, the snap-
shots of phase densities for the separator gas injection case. Fluid densities of the reservoir
oil and gas were taken at different simulation times (with 100 days corresponding to 0.1
HCPV injected). It shows that the phase density profiles at different times were practically
identical, just shifted along the flow direction.
1.5.2 Recovery Independence of Reservoir Dip Angles
Recovery performance and producing GOR development of simulation runs with different
dip angles were almost identical when the reservoir pressure was kept above the maximum
saturation pressure. Figures 1.10 and 1.11 show oil recovery and producing GOR versus
HCPV injected for the separator gas injection in 1D horizontal, vertical, and 45◦ angle
models. The displacement pressure was 393 bara, 4 bar higher than the maximum satura-
tion pressure of the undersaturated GOC fluid. A total of 1000 grid cells were used in these
runs. All the three models predicted almost the same oil recovery and GOR performance,
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Figure 1.10: Recovery performance for 1D models initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations for the separator gas injection case.
Displacement pressure p = 393 bara, 4 bar higher than the maximum saturation pressure of
the fluid system; number of grid cells N = 1000, ∆x = 0.61 m.
indicating that the oil recovery is practically independent of formation dip angles.
In all of the simulations shown in Figures 1.7 to 1.11, the injection gas developed
miscibility with the first fluid it met (top structure gas) through first-contact miscible or
multi-contact miscible processes. Figure 1.12 shows results of swelling tests on the top
structure gas with the two injection gases. At the displacement pressure 393 bara, for the
dry gas injection, miscibility was achieved through a multi-contact process at the injec-
tion point. For the separator gas injection, the miscibility was achieved by a first-contact
miscible process. All the other fluids downstream were displaced by their neighbors in a
first-contact miscible manner. For a stable (e.g. by gravity) 1D displacement, it is clear that
oil recovery is near 100%, independent of composition of injection gases and formation dip
angles, when the reservoir pressure is kept above the saturation pressure of GOC fluid.
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Figure 1.11: GOR performance for 1D models initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations for the separator gas injection case.
Displacement pressure p = 393 bara, 4 bar higher than the maximum saturation pressure of
the fluid system; number of grid cells N = 1000, ∆x = 0.61 m.
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Figure 1.12: Results of swelling test for the top structure gas with the dry (C1N2) and sepa-
rator gases. At the displacement pressure, for the dry gas injection, miscibility was achieved
by a multi-contact process. For the separator gas injection, miscibility was achieved by a
first-contact miscible process.
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Figure 1.13: Dispersion-free 1D recovery estimate versus pressure indicating a system
MMP of 389 bara for C1N2 gas injection. System initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculation.
1.5.3 Dry Gas Injection
Using a dry injection gas (C1N2), multi-contact VGD miscibility develops at the point
of injection for displacement pressures at/above the saturation pressure of the GOC mix-
ture. The developed miscible fluid front displaces the downstream neighboring fluid; this
fluid miscibly displaces its downstream neighboring fluid, and so on. Neighboring fluids
displace downstream neighboring fluids first-contact miscibly; the injection gas displaces
(only) the first fluid through a multi-contact vaporization process.
Figure 1.13 shows the dispersion-free recovery versus displacement pressure for the
dry gas injection. Dispersion-free recoveries at 1.2 HCPV were estimated based on linear
extrapolation of simulated recoveries of runs using different numbers of grid cells. The
recovery-pressure curve indicates that the system MMP was the saturation pressure (also
the VGD MMP) of the GOC fluid, lower than the local VGD MMP of the down structure
heavier oils as shown in Figure 1.4. Recall that the oils below the GOC were displaced by
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their upstream oil neighbors, not directly by the injection gas.
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Figure 1.14: Phase saturation distribution at 0.2 and 0.6 HCPV along the 1D model initial-
ized with compositional variations with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
Displacement pressure p = 365 bara; N = 1000, ∆x = 0.61 m; dry gas injection.
One might ask, why isn’t the system MMP equal to the VGD MMP of the first-
displaced reservoir gas? Figure 1.13 shows that the system oil recovery at 1.2 HCPV
was only about 80% for a displacement pressure of 365 bara, the VGD MMP (also the
dewpoint pressure) of the top reservoir gas (1st cell in the 1D model). Figures 1.14 and 1.15
show the snapshots of normalized saturations6 and phase densities at 0.2 and 0.6 HCPVs
injected. At the displacement pressure of 365 bara, only heavier oils at deeper locations
would stay undersaturated. At 0.2 HCPVs injected, the single phase oils had not been fully
produced, thus resulting unity normalized oil saturations close to the producer. Large two-
phase region and large difference in phase densities also indicate that the displacement was
in fact immiscible. The immiscible recoveries under these conditions resulted because the
downstream reservoir gases were below their dewpoints, and retrograde condensate had
developed at the displacement pressure. When the injection gas moved ahead it met the
6Normalized gas and oil saturations refer to gas and oil saturations normalized with respect to hydrocarbon
saturations.
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Figure 1.15: Phase density at 0.2 and 0.6 HCPV along the 1D model initialized with com-
positional variations with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations. Displacement
pressure p = 365 bara; N = 1000, ∆x = 0.61 m; dry gas injection.
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Figure 1.16: GOR development of the 1D model initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations, displacement pressure p = 365 bara,
N = 1000, dry gas injection.
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residual retrograde condensate with which it was not miscible. A two-phase immiscible
region existed downstream to the point of injection, resulting in a system recovery less than
100%.
Figure 1.16 shows the development of the producing GOR for the same simulation
run. Up to about 300 days, only single phase oils of different compositions were produced.
Then, the two-phase front arrived at the producer as indicated by a sudden increase in GOR.
Producing GOR continued to increase as the oil saturations at the producer decreased and
the produced gases phase became leaner. At about 900 days, a considerable fraction of
injection gas was produced as indicated by another increase in producing GOR.
1.5.4 Summary
In summary, the system MMP for full pressure maintenance is the critical pressure of the
GOC mixture of the fluid system. Oil recoveries are independent of the composition of the
injection gases and the formation dip angles. We believe that these conclusions are general
for 1D flow of any undersaturated compositional grading gas-oil reservoir undergoing gas
injection for full pressure maintenance.
Full pressure maintenance by gas injection offers flexibility in selecting available
injection gases. The optimal injection gas is apparently the most economical gas available
for injection. In addition, production by full pressure maintenance might require less de-
manding surface processing facility, as the producing GOR will increase only smoothly and
gas breakthrough occurs at about 1.0 HCPV, at which point gas injection might be stopped.
The disadvantage is that the minimum reservoir pressure (or the maximum satura-
tion pressure of the fluid system) is usually high, implying that high compression costs
might be expected. In some cases, partial pressure maintenance by enriched gas injection
might be more economically viable.
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1.6 Partial Pressure Maintenance
This section presents 1D simulation results for partial pressure maintenance by enriched
gas injection, which represents an alternative to full pressure maintenance for miscible gas
flooding. The necessity for enriched gas injection to achieve miscibility is because the
reservoir pressure has locally (or entirely) fallen below the saturation pressure of the fluids
and a two-phase region has formed in the reservoir.
Key focus was on estimating the system MMP and studying the C/V mechanism
developed in such a reservoir, when the injection gas was enriched with intermediate com-
ponents. The difficulty in defining the system MMP for enriched gas injection is that the
MMP of the fluids not only changes with depth but also with the prevailing reservoir pres-
sure. Different injection gases and different initializations (injecting at different depths
and excluding the reservoir zone up-structure from the injection point in the model) were
simulated to evaluate the system MMP, the displacement mechanisms, and the oil recovery
efficiencies.
For injection gases containing intermediate C2 - C5 or CO2 components in sufficient
quantity, the C/V MMP can exist in some regions or throughout the entire reservoir. The
C/V MMP may be lower or higher than the saturation pressure; but it is always lower than
the saturation pressure for a reservoir gas. For the fluid system used in this study, shown
in Figure 1.3, injecting the separator gas (SepGas) yielded local C/V MMP for the rich
reservoir gases, the GOC mixture, and all the reservoir oils, shown in Figure 1.5. The
shallowest C/V MMP on the initial MMP versus depth curve was 380 bara for the gas at a
depth of -3810 m. The minimum C/V MMP was 359 bara for a near-critical mixture at a
depth of -3850 m, slightly above the undersaturated GOC.
Dispersion-free recoveries at 1.2 HCPV were estimated based on linear extrapola-
tion of the simulated recoveries of runs using different numbers of grid cells. At some
pressures (e.g. 359 and 380 bara), the dispersion-free recovery estimates were obtained
based on the results of runs with even larger number of grid cells (e.g. 5000 and up to
50000 grid cells).
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Figure 1.17: Reservoir pressure, saturation pressure, and C/V MMP for SepGas of a com-
positionally grading oil system, which is the lower portion of the fluid system ranging from
GOC fluid to black oil shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.18: Dispersion-free recovery estimate at 1.2 HCPV versus pressure for a 1D model
initialized with different oils in composition, indicating the system MMP for the separator
gas injection was the C/V MMP of the reservoir fluid at the injection depth.
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1.6.1 Injection at Undersaturated GOC
As part of a step-by-step problem-solving approach, we isolated and studied the oil zone
shown in Figure 1.3 for the separator gas injection case. The 1D model contained only
the grading oils and the critical mixture located at the top. The reservoir gas zone was
excluded. The objective was to determine the system MMP for a relatively simple grading
oil system. The pressure, saturation pressure and C/V MMP of this fluid system is shown in
Figure 1.17. One can see that the C/V MMP for the separator gas increased monotonically
from top to bottom for this fluid system. The C/V MMP of the critical mixture at the top
was the minimum MMP of this fluid system.
One simulation model was initialized with the equilibrium liquid (oil A) of the GOC
fluid for the first 20% of grid cells; the remaining grid cells were filled (to So = 100%) with
equilibrium oils resulting from flash calculations of the initial grading reservoir oils at the
current displacement pressure. Note that oil A had a C/V MMP of 359 bara for the separator
gas. In Figure 1.18 the line with open circles shows the dispersion-free recovery estimates
at 1.2 HCPV, indicating a system MMP of 359 bara, equal to the C/V MMP of the critical
mixture at the top for this initialization.
Another initialization was made to study the issue whether a miscible oil bank will
miscibly displace any downstream oil that itself has a much higher MMP with the injec-
tion gas. The first 20% of the grid cells of the model was initialized with the GOC fluid
(oil A); the remaining grid cells were filled completely (to So = 100%) with the heaviest
reservoir oil (oil B) at a depth of -4328 m, having a local C/V MMP of 442 bara with the
separator gas. The line with open squares in Figure 1.18 shows the simulation results for
this initialization, indicating a system MMP of 359 bara.
C1N2 gas injection was simulated for the second initialization. The line with open
triangles in Figure 1.18 indicates that the system MMP was 389 bara for this dry gas injec-
tion, equal to the VGD MMP of the GOC mixture for the injection gas.
All the simulation results presented in this subsection consistently showed that the
system MMP of a grading oil reservoir equals the C/V MMP of fluid at the injection depth.
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The advantage of a grading oil reservoir for enriched gas injection is that the system MMP
is the minimum C/V MMP of the fluid system, i.e. the C/V MMP of the fluid at the injection
point. A critical mixture, if present, offers the most advantage for achieving miscibility at
a lowered reservoir pressure.
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Figure 1.19: Reservoir pressure, saturation pressure, and C/V MMP for SepGas of a com-
positionally grading system, which is the lower portion of the fluid system ranging from
the shallowest rich gas having C/V MMP with SepGas to black oil shown in Figure 1.3.
1.6.2 Injection at Shallowest C/V MMP Depth
This subsection presents simulation results for the separator gas injection at the shallowest
C/V MMP depth (-3810 m), shown in Figure 1.19, where the injection gas can develop a
multi-contact C/V miscibility with the initial reservoir gas at that depth based on Phaze-
Comp calculations. The 1D horizontal model was initialized with the compositionally
grading fluids from -3810 to -4328 m as shown in Figure 1.3; reservoir gases up-structure
to the injection depth were excluded in the model.
The dispersion-free oil recovery estimates of the simulation results are shown in
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Figure 1.20: Dispersion-free recovery estimates at 1.2 HCPV for separator gas injection
at depth of -3810 m, the shallowest C/V MMP location. Linear extrapolation based on
simulated results of N = 500, 1000, and 5000.
Figure 1.20, indicating the system MMP of 380 bara, equal to the C/V MMP and the
dewpoint pressure of the reservoir gas at the injection depth.
Experience has been that gas condensate systems, near-critical systems in particular,
are more sensitive to numerical dispersion. We therefore run simulations, for some cases,
using larger (> 1000) number of grid cells to minimize numerical dispersion effect.
Figure 1.21 shows oil saturation distributions in the 1D model for a run using 5000
grid cells (∆x = 0.12 m). The displacement pressure was equal to the estimated system
MMP of 380 bara. We found that the C/V miscible front formed, as expected, creating
an oil bank. The oil bank also built in size. Figure 1.22 shows the snapshots of IFT at
different HCPVs injected for the same run. The C/V front remained miscible throughout
the displacement indicated by the increasingly low IFT values at the front.
Figures 1.23 and 1.24 show the recovery and producing GOR performance for the
same run, respectively. The oil recovery curve tended to flatten out at about 1.2 HCPV,
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Figure 1.21: Oil saturation profiles at different times during a 1D displacement by separator
gas, 100 days roughly corresponding to 0.1 HCPV injected. Injection at depth of -3810 m.
System initialized with compositional variations from isothermal GCE gradient calculation,
p = 380 bara, N= 5000.
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Figure 1.22: Gas-oil IFT profiles at different times during a 1D displacement by separator
gas, 100 days roughly corresponding to 0.1 HCPV injected. Injection at depth of -3810 m.
System initialized with compositional variations from isothermal GCE gradient calculation,
p = 380 bara, N= 5000.
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Figure 1.23: Recovery performance versus HCPV injected. Separator gas injection at depth
of -3810 m. System initialized with compositional variations from isothermal GCE gradi-
ent calculation, p = 380 bara, N= 5000.
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at depth of -3810 m. System initialized with compositional variation from isothermal GCE
gradient calculation, p = 380 bara, N= 5000.
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indicating a multi-contact near-miscible process. The GOR performance reflected when
the oil bank was produced.
Figure 1.25: Reservoir pressure, saturation pressure, C/V MMP versus depth for CO2-
enriched SMS gas injection, and resulting dispersion-free recovery estimate versus pres-
sure for the system initialized with compositional variation from isothermal GCE gradient
calculation. The system MMP was estimated to be 340 bara.
1.6.3 CO2-enriched Gas Injection at Top
Simulation results for CO2-enriched SMS gas injection in a 1D model is presented in this
subsection. The model was initialized with the entire fluid column as shown in Figure
1.3 and the injection gas was injected at the reservoir top -3719 m. The injection gas,
composition shown in Table 1.6, was enriched with CO2 by 15 mol-%, lowering methane-
nitrogen (C1N2) content by the same amount based on the composition of the SMS gas.
This gas was found to have a C/V MMP equal to the dewpoint (365 bara) of the top reservoir
gas at -3719 m.
Figure 1.25 depicts the reservoir pressure, saturation pressure, and MMP versus
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depth; it also shows the relationship between the dispersion-free recovery estimates and
the displacement pressure. The line with open squares shows the MMP versus depth for
the injection gas. Only the C/V mechanism existed throughout the reservoir and the lowest
C/V MMP being 320 bara was found for a reservoir gas located at a depth of -3795 m,
slightly above the undersaturated GOC.
The line with open circles in Figure 1.25 shows the dispersion-free oil recovery
estimate at 1.2 HCPV injected versus the displacement pressure. Linear extrapolation for
dispersion-free recovery estimates was based on simulated recoveries using 500, 1000,
and 5000 grid cells. The system MMP appeared to be 340 bara for this injection gas, the
breakover point at 100% recovery. This pressure was between the C/V MMP at the point
of injection and the minimum C/V MMP for a fluid at -3795 m.
The reason why the system MMP was between the first C/V MMP and the minimum
MMP of the entire fluid system is not clear. We suspect that the reservoir gas at the depth
of injection might be too lean and the oil saturation might be too low to develop the oil
bank at its C/V MMP. At somewhat lower pressures, the reservoir gases at some depth
below the injection point might be rich enough to allow the oil bank to develop and thus
the development of miscibility. Further discussion on the effect of oil saturation on the
development of miscibility is presented in Chapter 2.
1.6.4 Separator Gas Injection at Top
This subsection presents 1D simulation results for the separator gas injection at the top.
The model was initialized with composition variations with depth of the entire fluid system
as shown in Figure 1.3. The separator gas was injected in the first grid cell at an equivalent
depth of -3719 m, the top of the reservoir. Different relative permeability treatments were
applied as a two-phase region evidenced in the reservoir.
Figure 1.26 shows the simulation results for the separator gas injection. The line
with open circles represents a horizontal displacement with IFT-corrected relative perme-
ability (RP) curves. The system MMP was about 359 bara, close to the C/V MMP of the
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Figure 1.26: Dispersion-free 1D recovery estimate versus pressure for separator gas injec-
tion using different relative permeability treatments. System initialized with compositional
variations with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
GOC fluid with the injection gas. The line with open triangles in Figure 1.26 represent
a horizontal displacement with rock relative permeability curves – i.e. no IFT correction.
The system MMP was close to 380 bara, the shallowest C/V MMP at the depth of -3810
m. The IFT correction has two effects on relative permeability – straightening the curves
and reducing the residual oil saturation, both leading to improved oil recoveries. These
effects were significant when the displacement was near miscible and negligible when the
displacement was immiscible.
Figure 1.27 shows oil saturation snapshots taken at different times (with 100 days
corresponding to 0.1 HCPV injected) for a run using 5000 grid cells at the pressure of 380
bara. A clear development of an oil bank can be seen after 500 days of gas injection. The
oil bank also grew in size as displacement proceeded.
Figure 1.28 shows the oil recovery and producing GOR versus HCPV injected. The
oil recovery curve tended to flatten out and GOR tended to reach its maximum at about
1.25 HCPV gas injected. The first sharp increase in GOR at 0.35 HCPV injected resulted
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Figure 1.27: Oil saturation snapshots for a run using rock curve and N = 5000. Displace-
ment pressure was 380 bara, and system initialized with compositional variations with
depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations. 100 days corresponding to 0.1 HCPV
injected.
Figure 1.28: Recovery and GOR performance for a run using rock curve and N = 5000.
Displacement pressure was 380 bara, and system initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
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from the arrival of the two-phase front at the producer. Drop in GOR at about 0.8 HCPV
injected was due to the production of the developed C/V oil bank. Increase in GOR slowed
down at 1.1 HCPV injected when the secondary oil bank was produced, and was followed
by sharp increase in GOR because of the massive breakthrough of the injection gas at 1.25
HCPV injected.
Using the same number of grid blocks at the same pressure of 380 bara, injecting
the separator gas from the top (-3719 m) resulted in 2 – 3% lower recovery for runs using
5000 and 50,000 grid cells. Compared with the case of injection at the shallowest C/V
MMP depth (Figures 1.23 and 1.24), the displacement was less efficient.
The gases from -3719 to -3810 m should be miscibly displaced at 380 bara because
this pressure exceeded their dewpoint pressures. The difference resulted in the change in
compositions of the oil at -3810 m of which the saturation pressure was 380 bara. As the
displacement proceeded, the oil was vaporized by continuous contact with non-equilibrium
reservoir gases passing over it. When the injection gas arrived, the residual oil at this
depth had become slightly heavier than originally found at that depth, thus resulting in less
efficient displacement and < 100% recoveries.
It might be expected that the system MMP could be somewhat higher than the shal-
lowest C/V MMP as the composition of the oil at -3810 m could have been altered in
composition to some extent by the upstream flowing gases. How much the system MMP
will increase with respect to the original value of the shallowest C/V MMP depends on how
much the oil at -3810 m has changed in composition.
When the displacement pressures were further reduced, the oil recovery curves
showed several “regions” before it finally flattened out at about 1.6 HCPV injected, shown
in Figures 1.29 and 1.30. The performance of producing GOR at these pressures shows the
same characteristics as described for the run at the pressure of 380 bara shown in Figure
1.28, but the oil banks were produced at delayed times. Only at a displacement pressure of
389 bara, which was the critical pressure of the GOC mixture, did the oil recovery curve
flatten out at 100% at about 1 HCPV injected, shown in Figure 1.31. This resulted in a
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Figure 1.29: Recovery and GOR performance for a run using rock curve and N = 5000.
Displacement pressure was 365 bara, and system initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
Figure 1.30: Recovery and GOR performance for a run using rock curve and N = 5000.
Displacement pressure was 359 bara, and system initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
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Figure 1.31: Recovery and GOR performance for a run using rock curve and N = 5000.
Displacement pressure is 389 bara, and system initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
first-contact miscible displacement.
When the reservoir pressure is less than the maximum saturation pressure, two equi-
librium phases will develop in parts of the reservoir before the injection gas front arrives.
As reservoir gases flow over the deeper equilibrium oils, these oils will change in compo-
sition prior to the arrival of the injection gas front and become heavier due to vaporization
effect. Consequently, the C/V MMP values for these oils will also increase.
We studied the change in oil composition at the GOC depth for a displacement at
359 bara. Figure 1.32 shows that the oil compositions changed only marginally until the
separator gas front arrived. After the separator gas front had arrived, the oil quickly became
heavier and stabilized as a heavy residual oil at low oil saturations.
We also studied the change in C/V MMP of the oil at the initial GOC position with
the injection gas before the arrival of the injection gas front. Figure 1.33 shows that as a
consequence of the change in oil composition, the C/V MMP of the oil also increased from
the initial value of 359 bara to about 385 bara before the injection gas contacted the oil at
the initial GOC depth. This might partly explain why the dispersion-free recovery estimate
at the displacement pressure of 359 bara was fairly low in comparison with the miscible
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Figure 1.32: Composition and saturation change of the equilibrium oil at the initial GOC
depth for a 1D displacement at p = 359 bara by the separator gas injection. System initial-
ized with compositional variations with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
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Figure 1.33: Change in C/V MMP of the oil at the initial GOC location with time for a
1D displacement at p = 359 bara by the separator gas injection. System initialized with
compositional variations with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations.
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recovery, shown in Figure 1.26.
It might be expected that the C/V MMP of the oil just before the injection gas arrival
will increase to a higher value if the gas zone is bigger.
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Figure 1.34: Oil composition change versus time at the C/V front during a 1D displacement
at p = 359 bara by separator gas injection. System initialized with compositional variations
with depth from isothermal GCE gradient calculations; N = 5000.
Figure 1.34 shows the oil compositions at the moving C/V front (open symbols) for
the same run. The composition was quite similar to the original GOC equilibrium oil at
359 bara (dash and dotted lines), though it slowly became heavier and slightly less critical.
Figure 1.35 shows the development of oil saturation with time for a displacement at
pressure of 359 bara. After 400 days, an oil bank developed just downstream to the near-
miscible C/V front (marked with open circles); the front was defined by a clear minimum in
gas-oil IFT shown in Figure 1.36. The leading-edge (relative to the position of the miscible
front) oil bank grew significantly as the displacement moved into the oil zone below the
original GOC. A smaller but still-significant secondary oil bank developed upstream to the
C/V front. This bank also increased in size during the displacement, and resulted in a “late”
recovery after the gas breakthrough, indicated by the producing GOR development shown
in Figure 1.30.
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Figure 1.35: Snapshot of oil saturation profile change with time. C/V oil bank has devel-
oped just before 400 days. System initialized with compositional variations from isother-
mal GCE gradient calculation, p = 359 bara, N = 5000, separator gas injection.
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Figure 1.36: Gas-oil IFT profiles at different times during a 1D displacement with sepa-
rator gas. System initialized with compositional variations from isothermal GCE gradient
calculation, p = 359 bara, N = 5000.
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Vertical Displacement
The line with open diamonds in Figure 1.26 shows the simulation results from a 1D verti-
cal displacement with IFT-corrected relative permeabilities. The apparent MMP was about
330 bara, lower than any initial local MMP of the fluid system. Gravity effect for vertical
displacement yields a much more favorable fractional flow curve so that oil recoveries can
be high even at immiscible conditions. Therefore, we felt that it was not appropriate to eval-
uate thermodynamic system miscibility conditions using vertical displacements, though in
reality fluid compositions vary with depth.
It was observed that an oil bank still will develop at immiscible conditions if the
C/V mechanism exists, but at a reduced size. The magnitude and the size of the C/V oil
bank is closely related to the displacement pressure. We found this is general for enriched
gas injection when C/V mechanism exists.
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Figure 1.37: Snapshots of phase saturation (left) and densities (right) at 300 days (0.3
HCPV injected) for a 1D horizontal displacement at an immiscible displacement pressure
of 310 bara by separator gas injection, N = 1000.
Figure 1.37 shows the development of the oil bank for a 1D horizontal flow sim-
ulated with 1000 grid cells at pressure of 310 bara. The difference in phase densities re-
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Figure 1.38: Snapshots of oil saturation at different times (HCPVs) for a 1D vertical dis-
placement at an immiscible displacement pressure of 310 bara by separator gas injection,
N = 1000. The first line to the left represents the initial state of saturation distribution at the
displacement pressure; the rest lines represent saturation change at 0.1 HCPV increment.
The thicker lines are snapshots at 1.0 and 1.2 HCPV injected.
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Figure 1.39: Snapshots of phase densities at different times (HCPVs) for a 1D vertical
displacement at an immiscible displacement pressure of 310 bara by separator gas injection,
N = 1000. The first line to the left represents the initial state of phase densities at the
displacement pressure; the rest lines represent change in densities at 0.1 HCPV increment.
The thicker lines are snapshots at 1.0 and 1.2 HCPV injected.
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mained large but the oil bank still developed at 300 days. For comparison, Figures 1.38
and 1.39 show the change in oil saturation and phase densities respectively for a 1D ver-
tical displacement simulated with 1000 grid cells at the same pressure. The displacement
also remained immiscible but the oil saturation close to the producer was much higher in
this case due to gravity segregation effect.
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Figure 1.40: Comparison of oil recoveries of a 1D horizontal displacement with a 1D
vertical displacement at the same immiscible pressure and used the same number of grid
cells (N = 1000). System initialized with compositional variations from isothermal GCE
gradient calculation.
Figures 1.40 and 1.41 compare the performance of oil recovery and producing GOR
for the 1D horizontal and vertical displacements. The oil recovery at 1.2 HCPV for the ver-
tical displacement was 12% higher than that for the horizontal flow. The combined effects
of gravity segregation and the developed C/V oil bank were believed to be responsible for
the high oil recoveries for the vertical displacement at low pressure immiscible conditions.
The producing GOR performance also is significantly differently.
The combined effects of the developed oil bank and gravity might find general ap-
plications to depleted reservoirs (oil and gas condensate) for enriched gas injection. At low
pressures, the injection gas still will develop a C/V oil bank at immiscible conditions. With
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Figure 1.41: Comparison of GOR of a 1D horizontal displacement with a 1D vertical
displacement at the same immiscible pressure and used the same number of grid cells (N
= 1000). System initialized with compositional variations from isothermal GCE gradient
calculation.
the help of gravity, the oil saturation might build up and the oil mobility might increase.
The oil could thus be mobilized and recovered. In this process, the developed oil bank
could function as an injected LNG slug, but developed at lower costs.
For a saturated gas-oil system, CO2 might be an ideal injection gas for this process
as it can develop C/V mechanism at low pressures and its density is high. If an oil bank
is created in the gas cap, it will grow due to gravity and miscibly displace down-structure
oil in the oil zone. Therefore, the combined effects of the C/V oil bank and gravity might
represent a great potential for improved oil recoveries for reservoirs where the injection gas
(continuous or gas slug) can develop C/V mechanism in the gas cap at some low pressures.
1.6.5 Slug Injection
As is already shown in Section 1.5 that dry gas injection and separator gas injection give
the same recovery for full pressure maintenance. In this subsection, we show that slug
injection of enriched gas might still be an alternative to continuous gas injection for partial
pressure maintenance. We recommend that it always be assessed for viability with respect
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Figure 1.42: Recovery factors for cases with different slug sizes of separator gas injection.
p = 359 bara, N = 1000, and liner relative permeability curves with Sorg = 0. 100 days
roughly corresponding 0.1 HCPV injected. System initialized with compositional varia-
tions from isothermal GCE gradient calculation.
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Figure 1.43: Development of producing GOR for cases with different slug sizes of separator
gas injection. p = 359 bara, N = 1000, and liner relative permeability curves with Sorg = 0.
System initialized with compositional variations from isothermal GCE gradient calculation.
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to continuous injection. We also are aware that multi-dimensional (2D and 3D) simulation
models should be used to rigorously determine the size of the gas slug.
Figures 1.42 and 1.43 show comparison of performance of oil recoveries and pro-
ducing GOR for four 1D horizontal simulation runs at a displacement pressure of 359 bara.
All the parameters of these runs were the same except that the injection gases were dif-
ferent at different times. Simulation run with 0.2 HCPV separator injection gas driven by
dry gas achieved effectively the same recovery as for continuous separator gas injection.
For practical purpose, 0.1 – 0.2 HCPV of separator gas slug driven by the dry injection
gas would result in the same oil recovery for this 1D fluid system. GOR development also
showed that smaller slug size resulted in a slightly earlier breakthrough of dry gas, but it
happened after 1.0 HCPV (1000 days of the simulation time) of gas injected.
1.7 System MMP
The maximum saturation pressure of the fluid system modeled by an isothermal GCE model
defines the upper bound pressure for the system MMP. At this pressure, a predominant first-
contact miscible displacement can be expected and the injection gas composition has no
impact on oil recoveries for a 1D flow. This pressure can readily be determined by a PVT
simulator without the involvement of numerical reservoir simulations. The calculation of
saturation pressure variations with depth (saturation pressure map) is suffice to define the
upper bound pressure for the system MMP of the fluid system.
The relationship between MMP and depth (MMP-depth curve) of the initial reser-
voir fluids calculated by a PVT program also defines the lower bound for the system MMP
– the Shallowest C/V MMP if the C/V mechanism exists. This pressure is a function of
the injection gas composition for a specified fluid system. When only the VGD mechanism
exists for the entire fluid system, the lower bound and the upper bound pressures for the
system MMP collapse at the maximum saturation pressure, i.e. the critical pressure of the
GOC fluid.
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MMP of a depth-specific fluid, dictated by the equilibrium oil composition shown
in Chapter 2, tends to increase as the oil becomes heavier due to interphase mass transfer
with the upstream non-equilibrium gases passing over it. The magnitude of the increase in
MMP will be affected by the amount of the non-equilibrium gases. Therefore, it is difficult
(if possible) to determine a definite MMP for the entire system only based on the calculated
MMP by the PVT program . To capture the dynamic change in MMP and determine the
MMP for the system as a whole, one must resort to numerical reservoir simulation.
If the reservoir only contains compositionally grading oils and the C/V mechanism
exists for these oils, the system MMP is the C/V MMP of the oil at the top, also the lowest
C/V MMP found on the initial C/V MMP-depth curve. The presence of a critical (or near-
critical) mixture at the undersaturated GOC offers the most favorable situation for miscible
displacement by enriched gas injection, as this mixture has the minimum C/V MMP with
the injection gas, defining the system MMP for the grading oil reservoir .
If the compositionally grading gas-oil system has a small gas zone and a large oil
zone, as the fluid system used in this study, the system MMP might be approximated by the
shallowest C/V MMP. On the other hand, if the reservoir has a large gas cap and small oil
rim, we suspect that the system MMP will increase toward the upper bound pressure (i.e.
the maximum saturation pressure of the fluid system). How much the system MMP will
increase will depend on the size of the gas zone where the C/V mechanism does not exist
and the reservoir pressure.
1.8 2D Cross-Section Modeling
The 1D models were intended to investigate the system MMP, the miscibility mechanisms
and the microscopic recovery efficiencies. However, no ideal slimtube type reservoir exists
in reality. Geological features also must be incorporated in a multi-dimensional model to
reflect heterogeneities for field studies. Layering with strong permeability contrast and
effect of gravity are important factors to be taken into account.
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In this Section, we present simulation results for 2D x-z cross-sectional models
exhibiting strong permeability contrast. A two-geological-layer conceptual model and a
more detailed eight-geological-layer model initialized with the compositional grading flu-
ids shown in Figure 1.3 were constructed to study the effect of gravity segregation and
volumetric sweep. These two models had a formation dip angle of 3.8◦.
All the simulation runs were performed at the reservoir pressure of 393 bara, a few
bar higher than the maximum saturation pressure of the original fluid system and for 18250
days (50 years). One year of gas injection in model was roughly equivalent to 0.03 HCPV
of gas injected.
1.8.1 Two-Geological-Layer Model
A two-geological-layer x-z cross section model (1000 x 6.6 m) was built with each geo-
logic layer 3.28 m thick, one layer with 50 md permeability and the other with 500 md.
Vertical permeabilities were set to one-tenth of the value of horizontal permeabilities. Both
layers were fully perforated at the injector and the producer. As expected, the reservoir
performance was dominated by the high permeability layer of the model. Vertical grid re-
finement from 500x1x2 to 500x1x8 were simulated. The impact of vertical grid refinement
on oil recovery was found to be negligible. Various cases were run to study the order of
permeability distribution and the degree of vertical communication between these layers.
High-Permeability-Layer Order
The location of high permeability (high-k) layer was found to be important for the two-
geological-layer model. Results of two simulation cases are presented to show the effect
of the order of the high permeability layer. In one case, the high permeability layer was
placed at the top; in the other case, the high permeability layer was located at the bottom.
Full pressure communication between the two geological layers was enabled.
Figure 1.44 shows the oil recovery and the GOR development for these two cases.
Efficient gravity segregation resulted for the high-permeability layer at the bottom, with
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Figure 1.44: Recovery and GOR performance for runs with high permeability layer located
at top and bottom. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection, and 3650 days corresponding to
approximately 0.3 HCPV injected.
the ultimate oil recovery 13% higher than with the high-k layer at the top. The GOR
development also was substantially different, with a prolonged lower GOR period for high-
k layer at the bottom. Drop in GOR after 5000 days for the run that high permeability layer
was placed at bottom indicated that the oil in the upper low permeability layer segregated
to the lower high permeability layer due to gravity effect.
Figures 1.45 to 1.48 show oil saturation distributions at different times for the run
where high permeability layer was located at bottom. At 1095 days, shown in Figure 1.45,
no significant segregation of the oil from the upper layer into the bottom layer was observed
because the difference in phase densities was not large enough. At 1460, 1825 and 2190
days, the oil in the upper layer segregated into the bottom layer and the distance between
the two moving fronts in these layers tended to decrease.
In contrast, Figures 1.49 to 1.52 show oil saturation maps of the run where the high-
k layer was located at the top. No gravity effect was observed. This is consistent with the
performance of producing GOR as shown in Figure 1.44.
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Figure 1.45: Oil saturation map at 1095 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at bottom. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
Figure 1.46: Oil saturation map at 1460 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at bottom. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
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Figure 1.47: Oil saturation map at 1825 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at bottom. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
Figure 1.48: Oil saturation map at 2190 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at bottom. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
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Figure 1.49: Oil saturation map at 1095 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at top. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
Figure 1.50: Oil saturation map at 1460 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at top. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
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Figure 1.51: Oil saturation map at 1825 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at top. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
Figure 1.52: Oil saturation map at 2190 days of the run where high permeability layer was
located at top. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
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Figure 1.53: Comparison of oil recovery performance for runs with different degrees of
vertical communication between the two layers. High permeability layer was located at the
bottom. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection, and 3650 days corresponding to approximately
0.3 HCPV injected.
Figure 1.54: Comparison of producing GOR performance for runs with different degrees
of vertical communication between the two layers. High permeability layer at the bottom.
p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection, and 3650 days corresponding to approximately 0.3 HCPV
injected.
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Vertical Communication
We also introduced partial barriers between the two geological layers by modifying z-
direction transmissibilities (TZ). We found that vertical communication between these two
layers showed different sensitivities for different model configurations.
Figure 1.53 shows oil recovery performance for runs having different degrees of
vertical communication between the two layers for the model that the high permeability
layer was located at the bottom. With increased degree of vertical communication, the oil
recovery also increased. It also is observed that the ultimate oil recovery was more sensitive
to the existence of vertical communication rather than the degree of vertical communica-
tion. For example, when there was no vertical communication, the ultimate oil recovery
was 65%. When the degree of vertical communication was increased only by 5%, the
ultimate oil recovery increased by 14%. Further increase in the degree of vertical com-
munication did not result in that significant increase in the ultimate oil recoveries. When
vertical communication was fully enabled, the ultimate oil recovery reached 87.5%.
Producing GOR development is shown in Figure 1.54 for the same simulation runs
as presented in Figure 1.53. It may be expected that GOR performance of the model was
dominated by the high permeability layer as the flow capacity (kh) of the layer is ten times
higher than that of the other layer. Drop in producing GOR resulted from the production
of low GOR oils that had been pushed down from the upper layer to the lower layer as
gas segregated. With no vertical communication, GOR performance changed the character
dramatically.
Figures 1.55 and 1.56 show the impact of layer communication for the model that
the high permeability layer was located at top. Less impact of vertical communication on
oil recoveries and producing GOR performance was found. For example, drop in GOR
in Figure 1.54 for the cases that the high permeability layer located at bottom was not
observed for these cases. Even with only 5% vertical communication, oil recovery and
GOR performance was almost identical to the case of 100% vertical communication. As
expected, performance was identical for the non-communication cases, regardless the high
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Figure 1.55: Comparison of oil recovery performance for runs with different degrees of ver-
tical communication. High permeability layer at the top. p = 393 bara, SMS gas injection.
3650 days corresponding to approximately 0.3 HCPV injected.
Figure 1.56: Comparison of producing GOR performance for runs with different degrees
of vertical communication. High permeability layer at the top. p = 393 bara, SMS gas
injection. 3650 days corresponding to approximately 0.3 HCPV injected.
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permeability layer was located at top or at bottom.
1.8.2 Eight-Geological-Layer Model
This subsection presents simulation results for an eight-geological-layer x-z cross-sectional
model (3000 x 52 m). Layer properties such as permeability, thickness, and porosity were
assigned based on the Smorbukk South field data and given in Table 1.7. The first four
geological layers represented the Garn formation unit 2 (Garn2) and the last four layers
represent the Garn formation unit 1 (Garn1). Vertical permeabilities were 0.7 times of
horizontal permeabilities for all the layers. Note that layer No. 5 had the highest flow
capacity.
Though this model was still over-simplified compared with actual geological de-
scription and the heterogeneities of the field, it did capture important features of layer
permeability distribution and communication between the two Garn units. All cases shown
here maintained the reservoir pressure at 393 bara, a few bar higher than the maximum
GOC saturation pressure of 389 bara. Most simulations used a 500x1x8 grid. Little in-
crease (by about 3%) in the ultimate oil recovery was found when the model was simulated
using a 500x1x80 grid.
Table 1.7: LAYER PROPERTIES OF THE EIGHT-LAYER MODEL.
Layer kh Thickness porosity
# md m %
1 60 5.2 0.12
2 65 5.2 0.12
3 65 5.2 0.12
4 65 5.2 0.11
5 500 5.2 0.14
6 165 5.2 0.14
7 80 9.1 0.12
8 30 12.2 0.12
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Figure 1.57: Oil recovery and GOR performance for the eight-layer dipping reservoir with
varying permeabilities and degree of vertical communication. p = 393 bara, N = 500. SMS
gas injection, and 3650 days corresponding to approximately 0.3 HCPV injected.
Figure 1.58: Oil saturation map at 3650 days for the eight-layer dipping reservoir with
varying permeabilities and complete (100%) vertical communication, p = 393 bara, N =
500, SMS gas injection, and 3650 days corresponding to 0.3 HCPV injected.
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Layer Communication
Figure 1.57 shows the recovery and GOR performance for the eight-layer model for varying
degrees of vertical communication between the layers 4 and 5 (between Garn1 and Garn2).
Recovery was accelerated with increasing degree of vertical communication, though the
ultimate recoveries were not significantly affected. Gas breakthrough also was delayed
when the degree of communication was increased.
Figure 1.58 shows a snapshot of oil saturation distribution for the case of full vertical
communication after 10 years production when recovery factor was about 43%. Gas had
yet to break through at the producer. In this case, the eight-layer model might be perceived
as a two-layer model with the highest kh layer (layer 5) separating the two ‘apparent’ layers.
Figure 1.59: Oil saturation map at 10 years for the eight-layer dipping reservoir with vary-
ing permeabilities and partial vertical communication, p = 393 bara, N = 500, SMS gas
injection.
Partial vertical communication between layers of Garn unit 1 and 2 was introduced
by zeroing out 70% of TZ values of layer 4. This was supported by the geological feature
of the Smorbukk South field, which a potentially partly open shale barrier exists between
Garn1 and Garn2 due to the presence of faults. The first 35% grid cells close to the injector
had no communication, followed by 15% being open, followed by 35% being closed, and
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Figure 1.60: Oil saturation map at 10 years for the eight-layer dipping reservoir with vary-
ing permeabilities and no vertical communication, p = 393 bara, N = 500, SMS gas injec-
tion.
followed by the last 15% being open. Figure 1.59 shows a snapshot of oil saturation for the
case of partial communication after 10 years production when recovery factor was about
38%. Gas had already broken through at the producer and GOR increased slowly.
For comparison, Figure 1.60 shows the oil saturation distribution for the case of
no vertical communication between Garn1 and Garn2 after 10 years production. In this
case, the eight-layer model might be regarded as a three-layer model. Layers on top of the
highest kh layer (layer 5) might be seen as one ‘apparent’ layer; layers below the highest
kh layer might be roughly regarded as another ‘apparent’ layer; and the highest kh layer
itself might be considered as one ‘apparent’ layer.
2D simulations showed that gravity segregation was an efficient recovery process.
GOR performance showed a strong link to the degree of vertical communication between
Garn units 1 and 2, higher degree of vertical communication resulting in later increase in
GOR. This might be used as a key history matching parameter in field-scale simulation
studies.
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Figure 1.61: Comparison of oil recovery and GOR performance for different injection gases
for the eight-layer dipping reservoir with varying permeabilities, p = 393 bara, N = 500.
3650 days corresponding to approximately 0.3 HCPV injected.
Injection Gas Composition
Slug injection also was simulated for the eight-layer model. This subsection presents the
simulation results for slug injection for full pressure maintenance. Full vertical communi-
cation between Garn1 and Garn2 was allowed.
Three cases were simulated to compare recovery efficiencies:
1. 2.0 HCPV continuous SMS gas injection;
2. 0.4 HCPV SMS gas injection followed by 1.6 HCPV dry gas injection;
3. 2.0 HCPV continuous dry gas injection.
Figure 1.61 shows the oil recovery and GOR performance for these cases. Continu-
ous SMS gas injection resulted in the ultimate oil recovery of 78.7%, 6% higher than that
for continuous dry gas injection and 2% higher than for SMS gas slug injection. Increase in
GOR occurred slightly earlier for continuous dry gas injection. Little difference was found
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between the continuous SMS gas injection and the 0.4 HCPV SMS gas followed by 1.6
HCPV dry gas injection.
From 1D simulations, we would expect no difference in performance for these cases
as the reservoir pressure was higher than the saturation pressure of the GOC mixture and
any gas would have a system MMP equal to the maximum saturation pressure of the fluid
system for 1D flow. The results shown here were clearly affected by the flow path caused by
layer permeability distribution and the effect of gravity segregation. Vertical flow among
the layers altered the first-contact miscible nature in the model and was believed to be
responsible for the difference in performance for these three injection cases. In addition,
sweep efficiency could also be affected by the density differences between the injection
gases and the reservoir fluids.
Figure 1.62: IFT effect on relative permeability and impact on oil recovery and GOR per-
formance using SMS gas injection in the eight-layer model, p = 393 bara, N = 500.
Relative Permeability Treatment
All the 2D simulation results presented thus far have used the input rock curves without al-
ternation of relative permeability due to reduced gas-oil IFT. The 3D full-field model (not
presented here) showed significant difference in GOR and oil recovery from different treat-
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ments of the relative permeabilities. Comparison was made for the effect of IFT reduction
on oil recoveries for the 2D model and shown in Figure 1.62. Simulations were run at 393
bara using a 500x1x8 grid.
Gas breakthrough was delayed slightly for IFT-corrected relative permeability curves,
resulting in an increase in recoveries of about 2% after 5000 days of production. This dif-
ference increased only slightly during the next 15 years, reaching a maximum difference of
only 3%. It is clear that introducing IFT dependent relative permeability curves in the 2D
model did not affect oil recovery significantly.
1.9 Conclusions
This section summarizes this chapter, presenting the most important conclusions from the
study. We believe that the conclusions from 1D simulation study are general and applicable
to any undersaturated gas-oil system for 1D flow. Contributions and recommendations for
future research also are given in each subsection.
1.9.1 Conclusions
This study has led to the following conclusions:
1. The system MMP for an undersaturated gas-oil system was found to be in the limited
range between the shallowest C/V MMP and the maximum saturation pressure of the
fluid system, if C/V mechanism exists for an injection gas. If only VGD mechanism
exists, the system MMP is defined by the maximum saturation pressure, which is the
upper bound pressure for the system MMP.
2. When the reservoir pressure is maintained at/above the maximum saturation pressure
in a 1D displacement, any injection gas will lead to system miscibility (near-100%
oil recoveries at all depths). The main miscibility mechanism is first-contact mis-
cible. Multi-contact miscibility might only be excepted at the point of injection.
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Furthermore, oil recovery is independent of reservoir formation dip angles. There-
fore, the optimal injection gas for full pressure maintenance is always the cheapest
gas available for injection.
3. It is possible to achieve miscibility under partial pressure maintenance by enriched
gas injection. The miscibility mechanism is predominately the multi-contact con-
densing/vaporizing mechanism.
4. The system MMP might be approximated by the shallowest C/V MMP for an un-
dersaturated gas-oil system where the gas zone is relatively small, such as the fluid
system used in this study. For an undersaturated gas-oil system where the gas zone
is large and the VGD mechanism exists in the upper part of the gas zone, the system
MMP tends to approach the maximum saturation pressure of the fluids system, which
is the upper bound pressure for the system MMP. How much it will increase depends
on the size of the gas zone where the VGD mechanism exists. In this case, the ben-
efit of enriched gas injection might be very limited. Cheapest available injection gas
operated at the upper bound for the system MMP might be more economically viable.
5. For an undersaturated gas-oil system, if the main recovery target is the grading oil
zone, enriched gas injection at the undersaturated GOC might be considered.
6. For any 1D flow path (e.g. a streamline), once an injection gas develops multi-
contact miscibility with a reservoir fluid and a leading-edge oil bank, this oil bank
will first-contact miscibly displace any downstream oil – independent of whether the
downstream oil is miscible or not with the injection gas. A leading-edge oil bank
miscible displacement can result from either the VGD mechanism of gas displacing
oil, or C/V mechanism (gas displacing reservoir gas or oil).
7. It was found that an oil bank still will develop at immiscible conditions if the C/V
mechanism exists, but at a reduced size. The combined effects of the development
of the C/V oil bank and gravity might represent a potential for improving (accel-
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erating) oil recoveries for two-phase reservoirs at low pressures by enriched gas or
CO2 injection, preferentially for high vertical permeability and high structural relief
reservoirs.
8. 2D cross-section studies showed that gravity segregation can be a very efficient re-
covery process in the development of undersaturated gas-oil reservoirs.
1.9.2 Summary of Contributions
1. We have demonstrated that it is possible to develop a miscible displacement by en-
riched gas injection for an undersaturated gas-oil system at pressures lower than its
maximum saturation pressure.
2. Two pressure bounds for the system MMP have been identified, which can be cal-
culated by a PVT simulator with an MMP option. We also have demonstrated the
dynamic nature of the system MMP for an undersaturated gas-oil reservoir, which
should be captured by numerical simulations.
3. Another contribution has been the finding that once an injection gas develops C/V
mechanism and a leading-edge oil bank, the developed oil bank will miscibly dis-
place any downstream oil.
1.9.3 Recommendation for Future Research
The reason why the system MMP was somewhat lower than the shallowest C/V MMP for
CO2-enriched gas injection is not clear. It could be because the oil saturation was too low to
develop miscibility at the shallowest C/V MMP. At somewhat lower pressure, oil saturation
increased for the downstream fluids. The downstream fluids had a C/V MMP equal to the
reservoir pressure and thus developed miscibility. In Chapter 2, we show that some level of
oil saturation prior to gas injection is required for the condensing/vaporizing mechanism to
develop.
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Another potential research topic following this work could be to investigate the
immiscible recovery efficiency and the feasibility by CO2 or other enriched gases injection
in depleted oil and gas condensate reservoirs where vertical flow is expected to be strong
(e.g. high vertical permeability and high structural relief reservoirs).
1.10 Nomenclature
AF = acentric factor of component
C/VMMP = condensing/vaporizing minimum miscibility pressure, bara
kh = flow capacity, product of layer thickness and permeability, m-md
kh = horizontal permeability, md
MW = molecular weight of component, kg/kmol
Nc = name of component
p = reservoir pressure, bara
pc = critical pressure of component, bara
PCHOR = parachor of component
ps = saturation pressure, bara
RF = recovery factor, percent
Tc = critical pressure of component, K
Zc = critical Z-factor of component
∆x = grid cell size in x-direction
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Chapter 2
Modeling Physical Dispersion of 1D
Multi-Contact Miscible Processes
2.1 Introduction
Physical dispersivity represents one of the major concerns in miscible gas injection, chem-
ical flooding and tracer test applications. Physical dispersion results in dilution of injectant
concentrations and even the loss of designed miscibility, thus potentially leading to failure
of the project. For oil reservoirs on field-scale, physical dispersion may not be important
as the mixing zone is small relative to the distance between the injector and the producer
and the oil saturations prior to gas injection usually are high. For lab-scale experiments,
however, the effect of physical dispersivity can be crucial.
Physical dispersivity is a rock property that reflects pore-level irregularities of the
porous media. Lab measurements reveal that physical dispersivity is in the order of 0.30 cm
for consolidated rocks. Perkins and Johnston [1] reviewed physical dispersion for porous
media and gave correlations for quantifying physical dispersivity.
For decades, many in the petroleum industry have mixed physical dispersivity with
reservoir heterogeneity and too high (orders of magnitude) apparent dispersivities have
been used and reported in the literature. Recently, Coats et al [2] pointed out that the
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reported large apparent dispersivity is a reflection of reservoir conformance, not the true
physical dispersivity of the rock. Under the assumptions made in their simulation study,
they demonstrated that heterogeneities alone cause no mixing.
In reservoir modeling, the general approach to modeling physical dispersivity is
to emulate it by numerical dispersivity in finite-difference numerical simulation models.
Some reservoir simulators also allow direct input of physical dispersivity.
The first objective of this study was to develop an equation for calculating the op-
timum1 number of grid cells to accurately emulate physical dispersion in reservoir simu-
lations for 1D first-contact miscible processes. The developed method should be used for
simulation models that use single-point upstream mobility weighting and IMPES (implicit
in pressure and explicit in saturation) numerical formulation. The method is based on: (1)
the analysis of Lantz’s equation for numerical dispersion for a finite-difference numerical
simulator, and (2) the number of timesteps required for defining the mixing zone where the
injectant concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 at one pore volume (PV) injection. Notes
on dispersion in 2004 by Coats [3] provides a starting point for this work.
This chapter first presents the proposed method for determining the optimum num-
ber of grid blocks and the verifications of the method by fine grid numerical simulations
and analytical calculations.
The second objective of this study was to investigate the effect of oil saturation
prior to gas injection on the development of multi-contact condensing/vaporizing misci-
bility when physical dispersion was included. Under the influence of physical dispersion,
the minimum miscibility pressure (MMP) is no longer a pure thermodynamic property of
the reservoir oil for the injection gas at the reservoir temperature. In addition, it will be
affected by flow parameters such as phase mobilities. To what extent the minimum mis-
cibility conditions are affected by current oil saturation in the presence of dispersion is an
open question and has not been addressed in the literature. The effect may be important
for designing miscible gas floods for gas condensate reservoirs and for oil reservoirs at the
1Optimum means that the minimum number of grid cells to be used in simulations still yielding accurate
simulation results.
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tertiary development phase, where the oil saturations usually are low prior to gas injection.
The equation for selecting grid block size (∆x ) and timestep size (∆t ) intended
for first-contact miscible displacement was extended for 1D multi-contact miscible gas
injection processes. A complication encountered has been the instability in the calculated
oil production performance when the timestep size was too large. Therefore, a second
equation for determining the number of grid cells was given based on a smaller value of the
ratio of the product of timestep size and pore velocity (u = v
φ
) to grid block size – CFL [4,5]
number (CFL = ∆t·u
∆x
). We found that CFL = 0.1 generally avoided numerical instability for
multi-contact displacement calculations in this study. The CFL number may vary from
problem to problem. In this method, the number of grid cells is calculated based on the
pre-selected CFL number, and the timestep size is then calculated based on the ∆x and the
CFL number.
Physical dispersivities were emulated using the second equation for ∆x and ∆t in
the simulation models for 1D multi-contact displacement, which enabled us to study the
impact of oil saturation on the development of miscibility with the inclusion of physical
dispersion.
For a depleted petroleum reservoir where gas and oil coexist, we studied the impact
of relative permeability on miscibility for the 1D near-miscible displacement.
Several authors [6, 7] have reported the development of an oil bank for gas conden-
sate reservoirs undergoing miscible or near-miscible gas injection, when C/V miscibility
mechanism [8] exists. As discussed in Chapter 1, we found that this is general for all
saturated gas-oil reservoirs undergoing enriched gas injection.
As used for the study presented in Chapter 1, Sensor [9] also was used to perform
numerical simulations in this study. IMPES formulation was selected.
Section 2.2 presents the proposed equation for determining the optimum number
of grid cells for 1D first-contact miscible displacements and verifications of the proposed
method by numerical simulations and analytical calculations.
Section 2.3 presents the simulation results showing the effect of oil saturation prior
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to gas injection on the development of miscibility for a 1D multi-contact displacement.
First, the equation for calculating grid block and timestep sizes for representing physical
dispersivity is presented. Then, the simulation results are presented for simulation models
initialized with different oil saturations at different levels of dispersivity.
Section 2.4 summarizes this chapter, presenting conclusions and recommendation
from this study.
The derivations of the first proposed equation is given in Appendix B at the end of
the thesis.
2.2 First-Contact Miscible Displacement
This section presents the equation for calculating the optimum number of grid cells for sim-
ulating 1D first-contact miscible displacements. The proposed equation was then verified
by analytical calculations and fine grid simulations. Simulation runs using different grid
cell and timestep sizes to represent the same value of physical dispersivity were performed.
The produced tracer concentrations of the effluent were compared and analyzed. Analytical
calculations also was conducted and the results were compared with simulation results.
2.2.1 Governing Equations
This subsection reviews governing equations quantifying numerical dispersion in numerical
reservoir simulations using single-point upstream mobility weighting and IMPES formula-
tion. We considered 1D unit-mobility single-phase displacements in this subsection. The
two fluids (displacing and displaced) had equal viscosity and density and were assumed to
be incompressible. Lantz [10] gives the following equation for numerical dispersion:
Dn = 0.5u(∆x− u∆t), (2.1)
where Dn stands for numerical dispersion coefficient.
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Numerical dispersivity α (= Dn
u
) is defined by the following equation:
α = 0.5(∆x− u∆t). (2.2)
To ensure a positive timestep size, the following equation must be satisfied:
∆x > 2α. (2.3)
It is clear that, to obtain a dispersion-free displacement, the timestep ∆t must equal
∆x
u
.
From Eq. (2.2), for a given pore velocity u and dispersivity α, timestep size ∆t can
be calculated by the following equation:
∆t =
∆x− 2α
u
. (2.4)
Conveniently, a dimensionless Peclet number often is used to represent dispersivity
for a porous medium. Neglecting molecular diffusion, the Peclet number is defined as:
Npe =
L
α
, (2.5)
where Npe denotes Peclet number and L is the characteristic length of the porous medium
– the distance from the injector to the producer.
From Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5), it follows that the upper limit on the number of grid cells
is:
Nmax =
Npe
2
. (2.6)
Sensor allows an input of CFL number for timesteping. Under the assumptions
made in this subsection, the CFL can be expressed by:
CFL =
u∆t
∆x
=
∆x− 2α
∆x
. (2.7)
CFL number should not exceed unity because α ≥ 0 and CFL = 1 results in zero numerical
dispersion.
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The length of the mixing zone where injectant concentrations range from 0.1 to 0.9
is denoted by Lm. It is a function of the core length L, the Peclet number and pore volumes
(PVs) injected [11]:
Lm = 3.625L
√
PV
Npe
. (2.8)
2.2.2 Optimum Number of Grid Blocks
Eq. (2.2) implies that the grid block size could be chosen arbitrarily for an injection rate
and an emulated dispersivity, and the timestep size can be calculated by this equation. In
fact, if the grid block is too large, the timestep size must also be large based on Eq. (2.4).
This may result in too few timesteps to properly describe the concentration profile2, and
the resulting concentration curve may not be physically correct. On the other hand, if the
grid block size is chosen too small, the simulation will require too many timesteps that are
unnecessary, and the computing resource will be wasted.
To properly predict the concentration curve of the produced injectant, it is important
to allow a certain level of resolution of data points, especially for the dispersive front of the
curve. Our method of obtaining the resolution is to request a certain number of timesteps for
the mixing zone where the injectant concentrations range from 0.1 to 0.9 at one PV injected.
As long as this portion of the curve is well-defined, a smoothly continuous concentration
curve is guaranteed.
For a given n and a Peclet number, the number of grid cells N can be calculated
using the following equation; the derivations of the equation are given in Appendix B.
N =
1
2
Npe
+
3.625
√
1
Npe
n
, (2.9)
2The curve of the produced injectant concentrations versus pore volume injected.
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where n denotes the number of timesteps for defining the mixing zone where injectant
concentrations range from 0.1 to 0.9 at one PV injected. Note that when n approaches
infinity, N approaches the upper limit Nmax.
∆x is then calculated by:
∆x =
L
N
. (2.10)
The constant timestep size ∆t is determined by Eq. (2.4).
This approach finds the optimum number of grid blocks and timestep size for the
simulation model, ensuring the desired resolution for defining the injectant concentration
curve and optimal computing costs.
Figure 2.1: Comparison of the produced tracer concentrations of the runs emulating a
physical dispersivity of 0.20 cm for a core of 90 cm long (Npe = 450), 100% saturated with
water, and undergoing water plus tracer injection.
2.2.3 Verification of the Proposed Equation
Analytical calculation and numerical simulation for a series runs for a core plug were per-
formed to verify the proposed method. The simulated core initially was 100% saturated
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Table 2.1: GRID BLOCK AND TIMESTEP SIZES AND CPU COMPARISON.
N n ∆x ∆t CFL CPU
cm days second
180 154 0.50 0.0328 0.20 0.95
99 30 0.91 0.0167 0.56 0.16
77 20 1.17 0.0252 0.66 0.12
47 10 1.91 0.0497 0.79 0.08
with water undergoing water (with tracer) injection. The water was assumed to be incom-
pressible. The length of the core was 90 cm, ∆y = ∆z = 30.48 cm, porosity φ = 0.35,
physical dispersivity α = 0.20 cm, and Npe = 450. The pore velocity was set to 30.5 cm/d.
The core was simulated using different numbers of grid cells ranging from 47 to 180, and
the produced tracer concentration curves were compared and analyzed.
Analytical equation for calculating tracer concentrations as a function of pore vol-
umes injected for such a system also exists, Coats et al [2]. We used Eq. (4) in that paper
for the analytical calculations. The equation is:
C =
1
2
erfc(
1− PV
2
√
PV
Npe
), (2.11)
where C refers to concentration, normalized to 1.0 for initial injected tracer concentration.
Figure 2.1 shows the tracer concentration curves of several simulation runs and the
analytical results. The run with 99 grid cells generated 30 timesteps for concentrations
from 0.1 to 0.9 at one pore volume injection. The run with 77 cells provided 20 timesteps
for concentrations from 0.1 to 0.9 at one pore volume injection. The run using 47 cells re-
sulted in 10 timesteps for tracer concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 at one pore volumes
injected. These runs reproduced the results of the analytical calculations and the predic-
tions of the fine-grid run using 180 grid cells, corresponding to 154 timesteps describing
the mixing zone. The figure indicates that it is sufficient to use 47 grid cells (n = 10) in the
simulation model for this problem. The CPU time of this run was less than one-tenth of
that of the fine-grid run (using 180 grid cells) in this study, as shown in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Performance of oil rate for the runs using different CFL numbers. Different
CFL numbers imply different numbers of grid cells and different timestep sizes for a con-
stant dispersivity of 0.3 cm.
Figure 2.3: Performance of producing GOR for the runs using different CFL numbers.
Different CFL numbers imply different numbers of grid cells and different timestep sizes
for a constant dispersivity of 0.3 cm.
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Figure 2.4: Performance of oil recovery for the runs using different CFL numbers. Differ-
ent CFL numbers imply different numbers of grid cells and different timestep sizes for a
constant dispersivity of 0.3 cm.
2.3 Multi-Contact Miscible Displacement
This section presents the equations for representing physical dispersion and simulation
results for 1D multi-contact miscible displacement. For first-contact miscible displacement,
equations Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and (2.4) provide a basis for an accurate representation of the
physical dispersivity through numerical simulations. For a multi-contact miscible process
where a two-phase region exists, e.g. multi-contact oil displacement by gas, we assume
that these equations still provide reasonable approximation3 of dispersivity as the two-
phase region usually is limited in size compared with the distance between the injector and
producer.
For multi-contact miscible processes, when CFL = 0.39 (calculated bases on the
equation for first-contact miscible for n = 200 and α = 0.3 cm, Npe = 300) was used for
the same core discussed in Subsection 2.3.2, but initialized with 100% oil undergoing gas
3To our knowledge, no accurate method exists for quantifying two-phase flow dispersivity. It therefore is
impossible to verify the accuracy of the approximation.
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injection, it was found that the performance of oil production rate and the producing gas-oil
ratio were erratic, as shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows that the oil recoveries
were not influenced.
To achieve a stable and smooth production performance, a reduction in the CFL
number was required. We found that CFL = 0.1 normally resulted in non-erratic perfor-
mance for the problem studied. In this study, we therefore used a constant CFL number of
0.1 for simulating the multi-contact process. We also are aware that this number may be
problem dependent. Some investigators [12] have used a value of 0.05 in their studies.
2.3.1 Determination of Grid and Timestep Sizes
Again, starting with Eq. (2.2), if we divide the equation by ∆x and multiply it by L on both
sides, we will get the following equation after some simple manipulation:
N =
L
2α
(1− CFL). (2.12)
CFL remains the same definition as defined in Eq. (2.7). The timestep size is calcu-
lated based on the pre-selected CFL number by:
∆t =
∆x
u
CFL. (2.13)
2.3.2 Description of Simulation Models
Tests on a 1D multi-contact miscible gas-oil displacement were simulated for a 15.24 m
long slimtube. The reservoir fluid was characterized by a 9-component SRK [13] equation
of state (EOS) model. Viscosities were calculated by LBC [14] viscosity correlation. Tables
1.1 to 1.3 give parameters of the EOS model and the viscosity correlation coefficients. The
four-stage separator conditions are given in Table 1.5.
An oil was chosen such that its bubblepoint pressure equals its dispersion-free con-
densing/vaporizing minimum miscibility pressure (C/V MMP) with the injection gas at the
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Table 2.2: COMPOSITION OF THE RESERVOIR OIL AND INJECTION GAS.
Nc Oil SepGas
mol-fraction mol-fraction
CO2 0.03239 0.03956
C1N2 0.58706 0.73799
C2 0.085194 0.10375
C3C4 0.082157 0.08911
C5C6 0.028004 0.01509
C7C9 0.055141 0.01294
C10C13 0.037048 0.00147
C14C29 0.069985 0.00009
C30+ 0.023012 0.00000
Sum 1.0 1.0
reservoir temperature of 141 ◦C. The dispersion-free C/V MMP was 381.3 bara at the reser-
voir temperature, calculated by a PVT program based on a multi-cell algorithm – Phaze-
Comp [15]. Hoier [16] confirmed that this program is capable of calculating unbiased
dispersion-free MMPs, provided that the EOS model describes key compositional effect
properly. Composition of the reservoir oil is given in Table 2.2, together with the compo-
sition of the injection gas (SepGas). The reservoir pressure was kept at the dispersion-free
C/V MMP during displacement.
Note that the dispersion-free C/V MMP is a thermodynamic property of the reser-
voir oil and independent of flow parameters such as relative permeability or fluid mobilities.
However, when dispersion is included, we found that the oil saturation prior to gas injec-
tion affects the development of miscibility. In this study, we focused on the impact of oil
saturation prior to gas injection on the developed miscibility with the presence of physical
dispersivity.
Different values of dispersivity were assumed ranging from 15.2 to 0.03 cm and em-
ulated in the numerical simulations. The number of grid cells and the size of the timesteps
calculated by Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) are given in Table 2.3.
The simulation models were initialized with different values of oil saturation and
equilibrium gas prior to gas injection; no water was present in these models. Different rel-
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Table 2.3: GRID AND TIMESTEP SIZES USED IN THE SIMULATIONS.
α Npe N ∆x ∆t CFL
cm cm days
15.24 100 45 33.87 1.11e-3 0.1
3.00 500 225 6.77 0.22e-3 0.1
1.50 1000 450 3.39 0.11e-3 0.1
0.30 5000 2250 0.68 0.022e-3 0.1
0.15 10000 4500 0.34 0.011e-3 0.1
0.11 13333 6000 0.25 0.083e-3 0.1
0.03 50000 22500 0.07 0.002e-3 0.1
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Figure 2.5: Gas-oil relative permeability curves.
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ative permeability curves were used to evaluate the oil mobility effect on the development
of miscibility. Fluid pore velocity was assumed to be 30.48 m/d, corresponding to 1 PV
injection at 0.5 days.
The permeability of the slimtube was 10 Darcy, resulting in negligible pressure drop
over the slimtube. The porosity of the slimtube was assumed to be 0.2. A set of Corey [17]
type relative permeabilities (rock curves) was used with the saturation exponents for oil
and gas of 3 and unity endpoint relative permeabilities. Figure 2.5 shows these relative
permeability curves for gas-oil displacement. All the simulation runs used a residual oil
saturation of 0.2 except otherwise stated. The critical gas saturation was assumed to be 0.1.
The gas injector was completed in the first grid cell (1, 1, 1) and the producer was
put in the last grid cell (N, 1, 1). A fixed injection rate was used and the producer was put
on bottom-hole flowing pressure (BHFP) control, so that a constant reservoir pressure was
always maintained.
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Figure 2.6: Simulated oil recovery factors at 1.2 PV of separator gas injected. Rock curves
with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations. For the corresponding Peclet numbers, refer
to Table 2.3.
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2.3.3 Effect of Oil Saturation on Developed Miscibility
This subsection presents simulation results for models with different initial4 oil saturations
at different levels of dispersion.
Figure 2.6 shows the oil recovery factors at 1.2 PV injection for models initialized
with Soi = 1.0, 0.7, 0.5 and 0.3. These initializations represent different degrees of mobility
for the liquid phase. The figure shows a common feature, i.e. all the curves are upward-
concave. Meaningful linear extrapolation should start from N = 2250 ( 1√
N
= 0.021) for
these initializations. Then a near-100% dispersion-free oil recovery can be obtained at the
thermodynamic C/V MMP for all these cases, regardless the value of initial oil saturation.
This figure also shows that linear extrapolation based on recoveries of runs with too high
(e.g. α > 0.30 cm, 1√
N
> 0.021) dispersivity can easily lead to an overestimate of MMP.
The oil recoveries of the runs N < 2250 ( 1√
N
> 0.021) and Soi = 0.3 are higher
than those of the runs Soi > 0.3 are simply because the oil recovery from the vapor phase
dominated when an immiscible displacement was predicted.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated oil recovery factors versus pore volumes injected. Soi = 1.0; rock
curves with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations. For the number of grid cells used, refer
to Table 2.3.
4Initial in this chapter refers to oil saturation prior to gas injection.
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sure. The emulated physical dispersivity was 0.3 cm. N =2250, Soi = 1.0, and Sorg = 0.2.
Rock curves were used in the simulations.
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Figure 2.9: Simulated oil recovery factors at 1.2 PV of separator gas injection. Soi = 0.2
= Sorg. Rock curves were used in the simulations. For the corresponding Peclet numbers,
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Figure 2.10: Simulated oil recoveries versus PV injected. Soi = 0.2 = Sorg. Rock curves
were used in the simulations. For the number of grid cells used, refer to Table 2.3.
Figure 2.7 shows the simulated oil recoveries versus pore volumes injected for the
model initialized with 100% oil. The oil recovery increases with increasing Peclet number
or decreasing dispersivity. In the lab, for a 100% oil-saturated slimtube with a realistic
level of physical dispersivity of 0.30 cm or Npe = 5000, the expected recovery at 1.2 pore
volumes injected will be about 93% at the thermodynamic MMP.
Figure 2.8 shows simulated oil recoveries at 1.0 and 1.2 PV of gas injected for
a slimtube having a physical dispersivity of 0.3 cm and initialized with 100% oil. The
number of grid cells used was 2250. Oil recoveries continue to increase at displacement
pressures higher than the dispersion-free C/V MMP.
Figure 2.9 shows the simulated oil recoveries at 1.2 PV of gas injected of the runs
initialized with Soi = 0.2, equal to the residual oil saturation of the gas-oil relative per-
meability curves. It indicates that the starting point for a meaningful linear extrapolation
may be N = 6000 ( 1√
N
= 0.013 and α = 0.11 cm) for this system. Then the extrapolated
dispersion-free recovery will be 100% at the C/V MMP. In the lab, however, for a slimtube
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experiment with a physical dispersivity of < 0.30 cm, the expected oil recovery at 1.2 PV
would only be 92.5%. Figure 2.10 shows the simulated oil recoveries versus PV injected
for these initializations. Even for the run with Npe = 50000, the recovery curve has yet to
flatten out at 1.2 PV injected.
For the model initialized with 5% oil saturation, i.e. Soi < Sorg, the overall oil re-
coveries of all the simulation runs were close to 100% even at high dispersivity levels. The
curve (recovery versus 1√
N
curve) did not show the upward-concave feature. Oil recov-
eries from the vapor phase dominated the behavior of the recovery curve. However, the
near-100% overall recovery did not imply a miscible displacement of oil by injection gas
in these cases.
Due to the fact that the simulated oil recoveries were overall recoveries from both
liquid and vapor phases, the overall oil recovery at 1.2 PV injected might not be a clear in-
dication of developed miscibility between the injection gas and reservoir oil. Difference in
densities of liquid and vapor at reservoir conditions might be more indicative for assessing
miscibility.
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Figure 2.11: Snapshot of phase densities at different pore volumes injected for the run Soi
= 1.0 and N = 2250. Rock curves with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations.
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For a fixed level of dispersion, e.g. Npe = 5000 (α = 0.30 cm and N = 2250), runs
initialized with different oil saturations showed different closeness to miscibility during the
displacement. Figure 2.11 shows the snapshots of phase densities at different pore volumes
of gas injected for the case that the initial oil saturation was unity. The snapshots were
taken at every 0.04 PV injected. The thick lines represent phase densities at 1.0 and 1.2
PVs. Phase densities tended to converge during the first 0.5 PV injected and then stayed
more-or-less constant.
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Figure 2.12: Snapshot of phase densities at different pore volumes injected for the run Soi
= 0.5, N = 2250. Rock curves with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations.
Figures 2.12 to 2.14 show the density snapshots for the runs initialized with 0.5, 0.3
and 0.2 oil saturations, respectively. The closeness to miscibility for the runs with Soi = 1.0
and down to Soi = 0.3 was quite similar though the difference in phase densities increased
slightly for the run with Soi = 0.3. For the run initialized with Soi = 0.2, shown in Figure
2.14, the difference in phase densities was clearly greater than those of the above cases,
indicating a less miscible displacement.
When we further reduced the oil saturation prior to gas injection to 5% in the model,
immiscible displacement resulted at the same dispersion level. Figure 2.15 shows that the
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Figure 2.13: Snapshot of phase densities at different pore volumes injected for the run Soi
= 0.3, N = 2250. Rock curves with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations.
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Figure 2.14: Snapshot of phase densities at different pore volumes injected for the run Soi
= 0.2, N = 2250. Rock curves with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations.
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Figure 2.15: Snapshot of phase densities at different pore volumes injected for the run Soi
= 0.05, N = 2250. Rock curves with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations.
difference in densities remained the same as the initial equilibrium phase density difference.
This also was observed for all the initializations at high levels of dispersivity. For example,
When α = 15.24 cm and 45 grid cells ( 1√
N
= 0.149) were used, all the runs initialized with
different oil saturations indicated an immiscible displacement. The difference in phase
densities remained the same as that between the initial equilibrium phases. This also is
indicated on the recovery curve in Figure 2.6.
The above figures of snapshots may only provide qualitative illustration on changes
in phase densities along the slimtube during the displacement. Figure 2.16 shows the mini-
mum difference in phase densities at 0.44 PV injected for the runs initialized with different
values of oil saturations and gridded with different numbers of grid cells. The minimum
difference in phase densities increased with increasing dispersivity for a fixed oil saturation
prior to gas injection. For a fixed level of dispersivity, the minimum value of phase den-
sity difference decreased with increasing oil saturation up to 0.3. When the model initially
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Figure 2.16: Minimum difference in phase densities at 0.44 PV injected for the runs initial-
ized with different values of oil saturation and at different dispersivity levels. Rock curves
with Sorg = 0.2 were used in the simulations.
contained more than 30% oil prior to gas injection, the minimum difference in phase den-
sities tended to be constant for a value of dispersivity. Miscibility becomes insensitive to
oil saturation prior to gas injection.
2.3.4 Dispersion Effect on the Development of Oil Bank
A persistent feature for miscible gas injection in 1D models of gas condensate reservoirs
is that an oil bank will build up during the displacement. The magnitude of the oil bank is
greatly influenced by dispersion involved.
We show simulation results of cases that were initialized with 20% oil saturation
and the oil initially had no mobility. These may be simulating a depleted gas condensate
reservoir undergoing miscible or near-miscible gas injection. Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show
the developed oil bank and the difference in phase densities for four runs at dispersion
levels of 1.52, 0.30, 0.11, and 0.03 cm. At lower level of dispersion, the oil bank was more
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Figure 2.17: Oil bank development and magnitude of the oil bank at 0.6 PV for displace-
ments with difference degrees of dispersion. Soi = 0.2, Sorg = 0.2, rock curves. For the
number of grid cells used, refer to Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.18: Difference in phase densities at 0.6 PV for runs with different degrees of
dispersion. Soi = 0.2, Sorg = 0.2, rock curves. For the number of grid cells used, refer to
Table 2.3.
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developed in size and the difference in densities was small. It also is observed that the oil
bank developed earlier. Oil recoveries also were higher when dispersivity was smaller.
2.4 Conclusions and Recommendation
To summarize, this study has led to the following conclusions:
1. A method for the optimum number of grid cells and timestep size for numerical
simulation models has been proposed and verified for 1D first-contact miscible dis-
placements. It ensures a smooth curve of recovery versus pore volumes injected at
minimum computing cost.
2. For a 1D multi-contact displacement of oil by enriched gas where C/V mechanism
exists:
• Liquid phase composition dictates the C/V MMP. As long as the oil initially has
certain mobility, initializations with different oil saturations should result in the
same dispersion-free thermodynamic C/V MMP, provided that the extrapolation
of recovery versus 1√
N
is conducted properly.
• Initializations with different oil saturations might require different starting points
for a meaningful linear extrapolation for an estimate of dispersion-free recovery
for defining an unbiased MMP on the recovery-pressure curve. Low initial oil
saturation cases require low degree of dispersion as a starting point for linear
extrapolation.
• For a multi-contact miscible displacement to develop, some level of initial oil
saturation and mobility might be required. Miscibility may never develop if
initial oil saturation is too low even at very low dispersivities.
3. For the readiness of defining C/V MMP for gas condensate reservoirs undergoing
miscible gas injection, we recommend that the reservoir be initialized with 100% oil.
This might involve least work for a proper estimate of a dispersion-free C/V MMP.
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2.5 Nomenclature
Dn = numerical dispersion coefficient
krg = relative permeability to gas, fraction
kro = relative permeability to oil, fraction
L = distance from the injector to the producer, m
N = number of grid cells
Nc = name of component
Nmax = maximum number of grid cells
Npe = Peclet number, dimensionless
PV = pore volume, dimensionless
Soi = oil saturation prior to gas injection, fraction
Sorg = residual oil saturation to gas, fraction
u = pore velocity, m/day
v = superficial velocity or Darcy velocity, v=uφ, m/day
α = dispersivity, cm
∆t = timestep size, days
φ = porosity, fraction
∆x = grid block size in x direction, m
∆y = grid block size in y direction, m
∆z = grid block size in z direction, m
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Appendix A: SPE 90379 Miscible Gas Injection in Under-
saturated Gas-Oil Systems
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Appendix B: Derivation of Equation 2.9 for Optimum Num-
ber of Grid Cells
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Based on Eq. 2.8, length of mixing zone in which injectant concentrations range
from 0.1 to 0.9 at one PV injected:
lm1 = 3.625L
√
1
Npe
. (B-1)
It can also be expressed as:
lm1 = nu∆t = n(∆x− 2α). (B-2)
Combining equations Eq. (B-1) and Eq. (B-2) and divided by L on both sides,
3.625
√
1
Npe
= n(
∆x
L
−
2α
L
) = n(
1
N
−
2
Npe
). (B-3)
Solving for N, we will get the final equation:
N =
1
2
Npe
+
3.625
√
1
Npe
n
. (B-4)
